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News

Roofing Contractors Analysis Shows
Healthy Growth and Profit
Despite the market uncertainty surrounding the UK following the decision
to leave the European Union, results from market analysts Plimsoll
Publishing suggests it’s not all doom and gloom.
A report into the UK’s largest Roofing Contractors shows confidence in the
sector is on the rise as 76 % of companies have seen their sales increase in
the latest year.

Insulating the UK’s Hard-to-Treat or
‘Problem’ Domestic Dwellings

Cross-Industry UK BIM
Alliance Formed

Over 23%, or 4.7 million out of the 19.6 million cavity walled domestic
properties in Great Britain do not have cavity wall insulation according to
the ‘Household Energy Efficiency National Statistics, Detailed Report
2015’, published by the Department of Energy & Climate Change in March
2016. Most of these are classed as ‘hard-to-treat’ dwellings which simply
means that they are more difficult to insulate.

An industry alliance has been set up to respond to
BIM Level 2 challenges. Due for launch in October,
the UK BIM Alliance group will provide a common
point of reference for built environment companies of
all disciplines, to help enable and support their BIM
journeys.

Standard forms of cavity wall insulation may not be possible for a number
of reasons. These properties may have irregular or narrow cavities which
restricts the use of injected insulation methods, or have
defective/corroded wall ties, or be unsuitable for external wall insulation
due to planning restrictions. Other reasons could be where internal wall
insulation may disrupt tenants, or those located in high or severe wind
driven rain exposure conditions, or where properties are at risk of flooding.
The use of injected polyurethane foam can provide the best solution for
these properties. The process can easily be used for walls or sprayed in as
roof insulation to effectively insulate most housing. Closed cell
polyurethane foam has been around for over 30 years. The polyurethane
insulant is a two-component liquid system which produces a highlyefficient blanket of insulation with an exceptional thermal conductivity
figure. Systems can be applied to various depths and have K-values in the
range of 0.025 to 0.028W/mK.

Further results from the study show:
l On average, each company has seen their sales improve by 8.5%

l 59 companies have been rated as financially Strong

“However, Plimsoll’s latest report, which analyses the financial accounts of
the largest players in the roofing market, highlights how improvements in
growth, profit and productivity mean traditional benchmarking levels are
now looking dated.
“The results in the Analysis prove that all businesses, despite any
uncertainty, need to keep striving towards an increase in sales and profits.
The new Plimsoll Analysis into the Roofing Contractors industry provides
an in-depth industry analysis of the leading players in the market. The
report contains a valuation, acquisition attractiveness score and overall
financial rating for each company. It is designed to help anyone looking at
buying or selling companies to understand the options open to them.
For more information please contact Chris Glancey on 01642 626 419 or
alternatively email chrisg@plimsoll.co.uk.
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New SPRA Council Announced
The new member representatives elected to the Single Ply Roofing Association Council in
June have been announced:
Membrane Member Representatives

Contractor Members

Anthony Carlyle, IKO Polymeric, Chair

Anthony Ferri, Briggs Amasco, Vice Chair

Mike Crook, SIG D&T

Tony Millichap, Metclad Ltd

Rod Benson, SIKA

Ronan Brunton, SealEco Contracting

Fraser Maitland, Protan

Steve Shreeve, Swift Roofing

Associate Member Representatives
Martyn Holloway, SFS Intec

For cavity wall insulation, injected polyurethane foam provides a superior
performing insulant which also helps to bond the inner and outer leaves
providing strength to the building. Air leakage through the cavity can be
reduced to zero. Because of the greater thermal performance and the
reduced air leakage polyurethane foam outperforms all other forms of
cavity fill. Injected polyurethane cavity wall insulation can be used in
flood-plain areas to provide an additional barrier against water ingress
through the walls.
Often occupiers living in hard-to-treat properties may be classed as living
in fuel poverty, whereby a large proportion of their income is required for
heating their homes. They may be elderly or vulnerable and would
particularly benefit from well insulated homes. In fact, it is often these
people who end up in hospital with cold-related illnesses. If all homes
were brought up to a decent standard of energy efficiency this could
certainly relieve some of the pressure on hospitals both in terms of
admissions and the resultant cost savings.
Polyurethane foam is often the most cost effective solution for uninsulated
cavity walled properties. The British Urethane Foam Contractors
Association represents professional installers of sprayed and injected
polyurethane foam systems. A BUFCA twenty-five year insurance warranty
is available for cavity wall insulation projects. www.bufca.co.uk.

Peter Baker, TataSteel

Adrian Brazier, Kingspan Insulation Ltd

CITB Plan Consultation for Redesigning
Industry Levy

l The average sales per employee is £299, 000 – however some
trailblazing firms are reporting sales per employee of £434,000

David Pattison, Plimsoll’s senior analyst, said: “Given the fallout out
regarding Brexit, it is still not known what effect the decision to leave
Europe will have on the UK industries and the economy.

The UK BIM Alliance will launch at the ICE BIM
Conference and Digital Construction Week in October
2016. It is already working on coordination, common
messaging and common understanding across its
current coalition of 50+ organisations.
Anne Kemp, speaking on behalf of the transition
team, said: “It is time for industry to step up, and
provide the necessary leadership to drive
implementation of BIM Level 2 across the wider
industry. The purpose of this Alliance is to lead the
industry-wide drive for awareness, education and
adoption of BIM Level 2 compliance and its universal
benefits.”

The study, which looks at the largest 1000 companies operating in the UK
Roofing Contractors industry, indicates these growing companies are
delivering growth rates of 15 % and many of these are making a healthy
profit return.

l However, 5 firms have been rated as being in financial Danger

The Alliance
wishes to extend
BIM Level 2 beyond
centrally-procured
public sector
projects to the
entire industry
creating BIM Level
2 as a ‘business as
usual’ method.

The Construction Industry Training Board (CITB) will be consulting with
construction employers on how its levy could work alongside the Government’s
Apprenticeship Levy.
The Consensus process, which is a full consultation, will take place next year
giving construction employers the chance to contribute their views on how the
CITB levy could be reshaped for a
potential new Levy Order for 2018 and on
the support from CITB that this could
fund.
Ahead of formal Levy Consultation, CITB
says it will discuss with employers how
the organisation can best meet their needs, including by making the current
grants scheme more relevant and accessible, particularly for small firms.
In the meantime a temporary transition arrangement will exist for 2017 only, to
mitigate the impact on firms that have a payroll over £3m and are in scope to
both the Apprenticeship Levy and the CITB levy.
CITB says it will help these companies to claim back much of their contribution
to the CITB Levy through enhanced funding for training. Smaller firms who do
not pay the new Apprenticeship Levy will be able to claim CITB grant funding
as usual.

New 2016 Lead Sheet Manual
The Lead Sheet Association has announced the launch of a newly
updated version of its Rolled
Lead Sheet Manual – the
biggest revamp in recent
years.
The 2016 edition contains
many improved drawings, a
better layout and clearer
tables to ensure all users get
the best out of Rolled Lead
Sheet.
In particular, the LSA has
improved the section on
ventilation, an area in which
their technical team reports
many enquiries. LSA has
created a better step-by-step
approach to ensuring
installers get the ventilation correct in a range of circumstances –
from flat and pitched roofs to dormers.
The new Manual is available online as an e-Book at £35 or - with
the printed copy - at £45 plus p&p.Order at
www.leadsheet.co.uk/manuals.
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SIG Roofing Striving to
Strengthen Slating Skills

MAC Awards Celebrate Top
Roofing Projects and Pros

Working with the National Federation of Roofing
Contractors (NFRC) as part of their Slate Focus group,
SIG Roofing is helping to reduce the shortage of roofing
slate skills by working to improve the standard of slate
training in colleges across the UK.

The Mastic Asphalt Council’s AGM, industry lunch
and awards ceremony took place on Friday 3rd June.
The event at the Royal Horseguards Hotel, London
was attended by the industry’s key players who
gathered to recognise and applaud the many
prestigious contracts submitted for MAC’s coveted
bi-annual awards.

Via the ‘SIG Roofing Academy’, the industry is
supporting education through development of the
curriculum, providing lectures and product for NVQ
Level 1 & 2 Slating & Tiling courses. Colleges currently
involved in the SIG Roofing Academy are: Edinburgh,
Newcastle, Leeds, Bolton, Birmingham, Erith (London)
and St Austell.

Contractor of the Year Award went to Knight
Asphalte Co Ltd for an outstanding contract
completed on Westminster Cathedral.

Skillbuild Heats Showcase Leeds College of
Building Roofing Trainees Know How
The initiative brings together key industry bodies; the
NFRC, CITB, local colleges and SIGA Natural Slate (the
largest supplier of natural slate in the world) - to share
their experience and knowledge and to support colleges
with slate skills development. The aim is to strengthen
the education and training offered to students so they
will have more specialist and specific slating skills

Architect Gets Keymer HandCarved ‘Beefeater’

The regional heats for the national Skillbuild roofing competition have been taking place
across the country, with one of the last at Leeds College of Building on 23 June, allowing
students to showcase their roofing skills.
After months of preparation from LCB tutor, Chris Messenger, roofing trainees installed
underlay and battens on their rigs before completing the tiling to time, all the while being
scrutinised by judge, Bob Coutts.
Not only do the roofing apprentices have to hold
their nerve while being judged, but they also
need to get used to spectators watching their
every move in preparation for the finals at
Skillbuild, held on 17-19 November at the NEC,
Birmingham, where around 80,000 visitors attend.

Rio Asphalt & Paving Co Ltd received the Challenge
Trophy for the National Grid Warwick Car Park
regeneration and Bell Asphalt Co was presented with
the inaugural John Blowers Award of Excellence for
an outstanding terrazzo floor installed at Patterns
Nightclub in Brighton.
Following the awards guests were entertained by
Liverpool F.C. footballing legend, Phil Thompson.
The AGM & Industry Luncheon is an annual event
organised and hosted by the Mastic Asphalt Council;
MAC is an independent non-profit making trade

MAC Award winners - from left to right - Keith Collins (Bell Asphalt), Kay Blowers, Ian Deacon (Rio
Asphalt), Ken Knight (Knight Asphalt), Phil Thompson

association representing in excess of 100 contracting, manufacturing and associate companies
throughout the UK.

Knauf Insulation Welcomes MPs to St Helens
Plant

Bursary Bid to Attract Next
Generation

Students were supported by industry spectators
from Avonside Group, John Brash, Midland Lead,
NFRC, Redland, and Sandtoft.
Taking a break from the day’s judging Bob
commented “In spite of nerves coming into play,
the standard has been good and very equal across the heats. The light, airy and high work
area here at LCB is an added bonus in helping students keep their cool.”

Wienerberger’s heritage roofing brand, Keymer, has
awarded a hand-carved clay Beefeater to James Wood,
an associate architect at Lee Evans Partnership.
The sculpture was created by Ian Martinson, Production
Team Leader at Wienerberger during a celebration of
Keymer’s heritage .
James Wood said: “The workmanship that has been put
to use in creating the sculpture is clear to see – it’s a
very impressive model and one that displays the true
skill involved in hand carving clay.”
The Beefeater model shows the expertise used in
producing Keymer’s handmade tiles. Having been used
on numerous historic roofs, Keymer says it continues to
utilise the same artisan approach to crafting its
handmade tiles as it has since 1588.
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Emerging from the 10 contenders in first place was William Emerton who will now go on to
the national finals. In second place was Harry Pennock, and Harry Hillam-Thompson took
third place. The remaining competitors, commended for their hard work were: Luke Bann,
Gary McGeown, George Wood, Dan Norfolk, Andrew Emerton, Michael Bermingham, and
Jay Higgins. Michael and Jay were further recognised
with a Redland Termly Award certificate and box of
PPE, presented by Redland’s Technical Trainer,
Alastair Blant.
After years of dedicated coaching of roofing students
to get them up to the exceptional standards required
not just for the national finals, but also for the annual
IFD World Roofing Championship (this year on 25-28
October 2016 in Warsaw, Poland), Bob had some
advice for Skillbuild finalists: “Because the
competition is very close between students they have
to be quite savvy in gaining marks, paying attention
to how each part of the rig is weighted. They must
really read the spec and stick to its tolerances to
avoid throwing away marks.”

Labour MP Steve Rotheram, alongside Labour MP for St. Helens South and Whiston Marie
Rimmer, toured Knauf Insulation’s plant in June, to demonstrate their on-going
commitment to supporting businesses in the six boroughs of Liverpool. The Walton MP
Steve Rotherham is a candidate to be the next Mayor of Liverpool and plans to tackle fuel
poverty and home energy efficiency issues.
John Sinfield, Managing Director for Knauf Insulation Northern Europe said: “The UK has
an ageing and leaky housing stock with many families struggling to meet energy bills that
are needlessly high. The latest government figures show almost 30,000 out of 210,000
Liverpool households are currently in fuel poverty with many more at risk of falling into it.
“Recent government plans to tackle the issue do not appear to be at a scale to match the
problem. The reality is that if your home is under insulated, energy bills will be higher than
they need to be, even if you switch.
“It was a pleasure to host Steve and Marie at our St Helens plant and we welcome Steve’s
desire to draw attention to the challenge fuel poverty poses to the people of Liverpool in
these uncertain times.”

In a bid to encourage individuals to get into construction
and engineering trades Russell Roof Tiles has launched a
£10,000 bursary for youngsters.
Young people in its two home towns – Burton on Trent
and Lockerbie will have the opportunity to win one of 10
bursaries, worth £1,000 each..
The John Gibson Fund is named after the founder of the
roof tile manufacturer which was established 50 years
ago. John Gibson’s daughter Mark Colborn visited Russell
Roof Tiles to launch the bursary.
The fund can be used for education, training and
expenses whilst training.
The bursary has been created by Russell’s Managing
Director Andrew Hayward who is keen to support and
encourage youngsters looking for a career. He comments;
“There is a huge skills gap in manufacturing,
construction and engineering so it is vital that businesses
like ours invest in the long term.
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A. Proctor feature

Not all Underlays are
Created Equal
For years the debate on how to achieve a truly ventilation-free, cold pitched roof
has continued across the construction industry. Now, reputable roofing contractors
and leading housing developers such as Bellway, Bovis Homes and Crest
Nicholson, backed by the NHBC, and independent industry research, have come to
the realisation that some underlays perform at an exceptional level, providing a
failsafe option, without the need for additional ventilation.
Improved thermal and moisture performance of pitched roofs
The A. Proctor Group developed Roofshield 20 years ago in response to problems
caused by the UK’s demand for cold pitched roof construction, and the drive
towards ever increasing thermal performance. Today, trusted by architects,
developers and contractors, the Roofshield brand is synonymous with the highest
quality, providing a pitched roof underlay which is both air and vapour permeable.
The combination of cold-pitched roof construction and increasing thermal
performance requirements has fuelled the tendency to place additional insulation
above the ceiling joists, leading to an increased risk of condensation in the roof
space. In an effort to combat this problem, the industry developed a series of
breathable membranes, which were designed to be installed over the rafters as roof
underlay, and allow the vapour to escape.

By contrast, Roofshield has a far higher degree of vapour
permeability, as well as air permeability, so will still
perform in conditions in which airtight alternatives will
not. Between 2001-2004 independent research was
carried out with Glasgow Caledonian University.
Significantly, the Partners in Innovation study found that
when a roof was unventilated, but used an air and
vapour permeable underlay this would reduce and
inhibit the formation of condensation on the underlay.
This contributed to the NHBC making a statement in
their Technical Extra bulletin Issue 6 that independently
certified air and vapour permeable underlays - such as
Roofshield - could be used without additional ridge
ventilation in cold roofs.

The majority of these membranes were vapour permeable, but airtight - rather like
a Gore-Tex jacket. While water resistant, they did not completely prevent
condensation within the roof space, meaning additional ventilation had to be
introduced in order to allow air to circulate.
Not all roofing underlays are the same
Generally, two types of technological solutions have been presented to specifiers:
either vapour permeable, but airtight versions, based on film laminated
polypropylene technology, or a vapour and air permeable solution, such as
Roofshield, alleviating the need for additional ventilation.

Fig 1 – Roofshield

Iain Fairnington, Technical Director of the A. Proctor Group, explains, “Roofing
underlays come in all manner of colours, which is useful for identification, but
irrelevant in terms of performance. It’s what you can’t see that does most of the
work – the middle layer. Taking a microscopic view of the middle layer clarifies the
difference between an airtight and air permeable membrane. Fig.1 shows the
Roofshield membrane, Fig.2 shows a typical airtight roofing underlay. The
difference between air permeability and airtightness is fundamental to the
product’s performance and use.
In a traditional UK cold pitched roof construction, the large cold void above the
horizontal insulation requires the quick release of vapour laden air that is reaching
its dew point and potentially causes damaging condensation. Roofshield is
certified by the BBA and accepted by the NHBC for use without ventilation or a
VCL in even these demanding circumstances. This is particularly advantageous in
refurbishment projects where the installation of the VCL can lead to owners or
tenants having to move out if a non-ventilated roof strategy is adopted.”
Independent research and NHBC guidance
Iain Fairnington, explains the building physics around why airtight membranes’
limited vapour permeability means that condensation can still occur: “If you have a
big cold roof space, and you have a sudden drop in temperature, you want to have
air movement. People assumed that because they were installing a vapour
permeable membrane you didn’t need to ventilate your roof, but in certain
circumstances moisture levels were too high or temperatures too cold to allow the
vapour to permeate without condensing.”
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Fig 2 – Airtight underlay’

As Roofshield is accepted by the NHBC without the
requirement of ventilation or a VCL, even in cold-pitched
roof constructions, the choice of underlay becomes
simple. Another independent research report undertaken
in 2014 by Hardies, shows that the use of Roofshield
without ventilation or a VCL is the most economical
choice. When looking for the best vapour permeability,
combined with the added benefit of air permeability –
Roofshield is the only membrane that meets both these
criteria. The evidence is clear for architects, house
builders and contractors looking for a fail-safe roof that is
cost effective, and delivers the highest performance:
Roofshield is in a class of its own.

Enquiry 36

Pitched Roofing

Pitched Roof Problems
All in the Past?
Five years ago NHBC launched an industry-wide campaign to help raise standards of pitched roofs on new
homes across the UK in a bid to reduce claims and recurring problems. Here, NHBC Technical Projects Manager,
Chris Derzypilskyj looks back and examines how the situation has improved and what exactly has been done
since 2011.
Back in 2011 NHBC claims figures made for unhappy reading in relation to
pitched roofs. By analysing our claims we discovered that more than 1 in
every 60 homes built in the year 2000 had a valid pitched roof claim; this
amounted to 60% of all claims that NHBC received in 2010. Critically, over
half of all pitched roof claims related to mortar issues.

to some movement during the life of the property; mortar is generally not
tolerant of that movement and can easily crack or de-bond, making ridge
and hip tiles vulnerable when subjected to high winds. Therefore, since
2012, NHBC has required all bedded ridge and hip tiles to be
mechanically fixed.

In terms of cost, NHBC spent more than £11m on pitched roof claims, but
repairs undertaken directly by builders substantially increased this cost.
Conservative estimates at the time pointed to a wider industry cost of
around £30m. Additionally, thousands of homeowners were affected by the
disruptive works of repairs.

In addition to this, and to help address failure to deep sections of mortar
bedding where ridges and hip tiles are bedded on mortar to rolled tiles,
concealed or decorative dentil tiles should be fully bedded into all joints
in excess of 25mm thick.

It was clear that many of these claims could be avoided by improved design
and workmanship. With the help of industry professionals, including the
National Federation of Roofing Contractors, we completely reviewed the
content of NHBC Standards, Chapter 7.2 ‘Pitched Roofs’ and identified a
number of key changes which, it was anticipated, would improve quality,
and in due course help to prevent further expensive and disruptive remedial
work.
After an initial period of raising awareness via a comprehensive
engagement campaign which included free pitched roof training seminars,
NHBC introduced the revised Chapter 7.2 in January 2012.
The right mortar mix
A key element of the initial campaign was a strong emphasis on achieving
the correct mortar mix. The roofing mortar mix should be 1:3 cement:sand
with plasticiser; the mix based on sharp sand with soft sand added to
achieve good workability. Because sands will vary, roofers were urged to
make slight adjustments to accommodate regional differences. However, the
proportion of sharp sand must not be less than one-third of the total sand
content. Alternatively, proprietary roofing mortar mixes that are shown to
have similar strength, durability and workmanship are acceptable. However,
adapted mixes, such as silo mortar or factory-produced retarded bricklaying
mortars with additional cement added, are not acceptable.

Another change to Chapter 7.2 addressed mortar placement to verges,
which NHBC has seen to be susceptible to the effects of thermal
movement, freeze/thaw action and failure due to incorrect mortar
placement.
Where verge tiles and slates are to be wet bedded, they should be bedded
on a 100mm wide bed of mortar on an undercloak with the mortar placed
in one operation i.e. formed by either bedding and pointing immediately or
bedding and then pointing following initial ‘stiffening’ of the mix. There
were other changes with regards to tile suitability, fixing (nailing and
clipping), acceptable overhang and tile batten length.
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Industry changes
The revisions in 2014 to British Standards BS 5534 ‘Slating and tiling
for pitched roofs and vertical cladding – Code of practice’ generally
brought it in line with NHBC Standards (in terms of mechanical fixings
of bedded ridge and hip tiles, mortar mix ratios and small cut tiles).

Latest information
In August 2015, a pitched roof covering survey was completed on around 3,400
sites in order to help NHBC understand how well the industry has adopted
these changes.
We were also able to compare against the last two roofing surveys in 2010 and
2012 respectively, as well as gathering valuable information from new
questions.
In summary, we found that this was a ‘good news’ story, which will ultimately
lead to reductions in claims. Key points uncovered from the survey included;
n

an increase in the use of dry systems across the board

n

an increase in site specific fixing schedules from 31% of sites in 2010, to
41% two years later and finally 61% in 2015

n

an increase from 58% to 96% of small cut tiles that are either
mechanically fixed or bonded with manufacturers recommended adhesive,
and finally;

n

in 76% of all sites surveyed, perimeter tiles are mechanically fixed twice

Small cut tiles

Underlays

The revised guidance included;

For many years it was traditional to bed ridge and hip tiles in mortar to
secure them to the roof. Experience shows that pitched roofs will be subject

Where interlocking tiles are used to form verges, they should be
at least ½ tile width and fixed in accordance with BS 5534 (it is
good practice to locate cut tiles on the more secure right-hand
verge where possible).

This guidance combined with the revised mortar mixes should greatly
reduce the risk of claims where wet systems are used.

Small cut tiles are difficult to fix and are vulnerable to slipping or being
dislodged by wind. Therefore, the Chapter was revised again in 2013 with
guidance aimed at avoiding the use of small cut tiles.

Mechanical fixing of ridge and hip tiles

n

n

Purpose-made plain tile-and-a-half should be used. Cut
plain tiles are not acceptable.

n

Natural slate verges should be formed with full slates and
either slate-and-a-half or half slates that are a minimum
150mm wide.

One key element is related to the specification and use of roof
underlays. NHBC has encouraged industry to become familiar with the
revisions and to incorporate them into their roof designs and
construction as soon as is practicable. Roofers should ensure that
underlays are suitable for their intended location by using the ‘zonal
classification’ system (suitable for most roof designs) or by calculation;
make sure that laps in underlays are adequately secured; and finally,
the Zonal Method of fixing should no longer be used, with all fixing
specifications now to be provided by the tile manufacturer in line with
the revised Standard.
The Standard also requires all tiles to be twice fixed at verges to resist
wind uplift. One of these mechanical fixings can be a tile clip or it can
be a dry fix capping system where this can be shown to provide
adequate resistance to wind loads. A new British Standard is currently
being drafted for dry fix systems for ridges, hips and verges and will
include tests for resistance to wind loading.

The increasing proportion of sites moving to dry systems - reducing or
removing some of the risks previously highlighted with wet work - follows an
approach that has been adopted in Scotland for quite some time (which
historically has lower pitched roof claims than England and Wales). However,
it should be noted that when using dry systems, it is vital to ensure that the
correct system is specified for the pitch and that the tile and dry system
components are compatible.
The new dry fix systems British Standard mentioned above will offer further
guidance on this when it is published later this year.
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Further Improvements
Despite the 2015 survey mainly being a positive story, inevitably there
are some areas for further improvement. With two notable points
highlighted below;
Incorrect mortar mix
Unfortunately there was a 6% increase in sites using the wrong mix.
The correct mix should be 1:3 cement:sand with plasticiser, with the
mix based on sharp sand with soft sand added to achieve good
workability. The proportion of sharp sand must not be less than onethird of the total sand content.
Mechanical fixing of the last ridge or hip tile

Where ridge or hip tiles are mechanically fixed in the joint, the last
ridge or hip tile is required to have an additional mechanical fixing.
From a claims perspective, the percentage of roofing claims that
relate to mortar has significantly reduced since NHBC first launched
the campaign to reduce pitched roof claims and raise overall build
standards. In 2011, this figure was at 79% but over the following
years has fallen to 51% (2015).
Progress and Predictions
We have undoubtedly made some good progress over the last five
years, although it is too early to predict the levels of claim reductions
we hope to see moving forward, and the true effect of all the work to
raise awareness and improve standards. What is clear is that early
year performance of homes benefitting from NHBC’s warranty cover
are attracting a lower number of claims than older generations. If this
trend continues, in conjunction with improved quality, lower levels of
claims can be expected.
The 10 years of cover provided by NHBC’s Buildmark warranty means
that, despite all of this, we’ll continue to see historic claims coming
through for some time to come.
However, we feel we are on the right track and will continue working
in collaboration with the National Federation of Roofing Contractors
and Roofing Tile Alliance to help promote and improve roofing
standards to ensure that significant pitched roof problems become a
thing of the past.

Get Your Message Across
Reaching your customers is as easy as...

1

in print, posted
to your customer

2

digital, emailed
to your customer

3

online, ready when
your customer is

Find out how we can help. Call 0151 708 0070.
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Metal Roofing

From standard to outstanding

The Surprising Truth about Acoustics and
Metal Roofing

Built-up roof systems offer outstanding sound performance with internal
noise reductions of up to 46dB and excellent rain noise moderation, making
them eminently suitable for sound sensitive buildings, such as schools and
universities. This basic performance is unrivalled by many other building
envelope products. For more specialised systems, developed in response to
specific acoustic requirements, the same basic materials and principles are
utilised but with the additional adoption of a small range of variants and
components to provide a suite of options which have been developed to
match performance requirements.

John Dunnington Marketing Manager at Euroclad

A standard built-up metal roof, achieving a sound reduction of 46dB

manufacturer Euroclad and insulation producer Rockwool
commissioned the BRE to carry out sound intensity measurements of
rain noise on a variety of roof constructions, using ISO/CD 140-18 (ISO
TC43/SC2 N 0751) and BSEN ISO 15186-1:2003. The tests demonstrated
that a built-up profiled metal roof system provided outstanding acoustic
performance during rainfall.
The assessment used a typical built-up system, which was created
according to manufacturer’s recommendations on a dedicated test rig.
Heavy rainfall was simulated and the Reverberant Sound Pressure Level
(RSPL) beneath the construction was measured. The profiled metal
roofing achieved a very low RSPL of 65dB, the equivalent to a normal
conversation being heard from three feet away.

Large metal roofs, often specified in education, are used because they
are lightweight, easy to install and maintain - but noise reduction is of
particular concern. Misconceptions can sometimes prevail concerning
the acoustics of profiled metal roofing and it may be surprising to learn
just how effective standard constructions can be in dealing with sound.
Sound Reduction
Acoustic performance is measured by assessing the decibel (dB) sound
reduction over a frequency weighted to the human ear – 100Hz (0.1KHz)
to 5000Hz (5KHz). The average of this sound reduction is called the SRi,
or Sound Reduction Index. Transmitted sound may need to be
controlled to:
n Prevent sound break-out, for example at a heavy industrial facility
near residential areas;
n Prevent sound break-in, such as a passenger terminal near airport
runways.
A single sheet of 0.7mm trapezoidal profile steel has an approximate SRi
of 24dB. The SRi of a standard built-up roof system is 46dB (based on
Euroclad Elite System 2.25, a typical built-up roof system achieving
0.25W/m2K U value). In the case of sound reduction, the greater the dB
Roofing Today

Acoustic performance criteria are increasingly specified in a wide range of
situations. Due to this increase in demand for bespoke acoustic building
design, profiled metal roof systems have evolved to accommodate a wide
range of performances. These systems can often achieve the specified
acoustic performance without having to add additional componentry or
involve other trades. They can also be easily modified to meet additional
requirements, often very simply.

figure, the better the sound reduction and therefore the larger decrease in
noise.
The decibel difference in this case is 20dB, however bear in mind that the dB
is a logarithmic way of describing a ratio; for example, a 3dB difference
equates to a doubling of power and a 10dB difference is required to double
the subjective volume.
What about rain noise?
The insulation used within metal constructions usually needs to deal with
both external noise sources, such as traffic and aeroplanes, and impact noise
created by rain. In some situations, the potential Reverberant Sound Pressure
Level (RSPL) created by rain falling on a roof can be up to 80dB, a similar
volume to the noise generated by street-level traffic.
RSPL is the sound in an enclosed space which results from repeated
reflections at the boundaries – a big consideration in a large, empty space.
Lower reverberant sound pressure levels represent improved acoustic
performance.
Historically, there has been limited understanding about what constitutes the
most effective sound insulation solutions for the noise generated by rainfall
onto roofs, particularly metal ones. With this in mind, profiled metal roof
Enquiry 21
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A great example of outstanding acoustics being achieved by a standard
acoustic roof system, is the University of Worcester Arena. This standard
acoustic roof construction provided excellent levels of performance across
the board. Airborne sound transmission was reduced by 45dB, whilst Class
A sound absorption performance, combined with low noise levels from rain
impact, helped to minimise reverberation in line with Building Bulletin
93 and project requirements. All of this was achieved by the standard roof
construction with no requirement for additional treatments, such as
damping material for the external metal profile or additional underlining to
provide sound absorption.

Enquiry 11
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Insulation

From Design to Build:

Getting Those U Values Right
Dr Averil Cox, Product Scientist at TLX Insulation

In spite of the model ‘notional dwelling’ specification in Part L1A
having been in place for several years, there is still uncertainty
amongst some architects and specifiers about exactly what this
means for the design of new builds in terms of roof insulation.
Some architects are under the impression that these model values
are mandatory, whereas others find they can work with the
limiting U values.

Some companies, such as the manufacturers of insulating boards and the
multifoil manufacturer TLX Insulation, provide accessible advice in the form
of on-line calculators, or publish comprehensive solutions down to 0.13
W/m2K, or offer helplines. But if you use a solution that is calculated to the
last millimetre then you do need to implement it accordingly, and to use
products that do what they say they do. In this respect a product certified to
recognised standards guarantees performance.

The full specification details appear in SAP 2012 Appendix R,
with targets set both for CO2 emissions (the TER – target
emission rate) and also for the energy efficiency of the building
fabric (TFEE – target fabric energy efficiency). Although the
model specification target for roofs is U = 0.13 W/m2K, the design
can be flexed provided the backstop value of U = 0.20 W/m2K for a
pitched roof is observed and the other fabric parameters are
specified within their limiting values. In Wales there was not the
TFEE requirement, but instead the backstop value for roofs is
0.15 W/m2K.

Roof insulation shouldn’t be regarded as an afterthought that the builder or
roofer can sort out - they have their own problems! How to cut PIR board
150-200mm thick to closely fit between the rafters, for example, or to make
sense of inadequately specified multifoils where the battens don’t create air
gaps as they should.

So in order to meet the fabric efficiency target the notional values
for the fabric elements can be used – or alternatively design
packages that offer equivalent target values. Advice from a SAP
assessor can suggest how the specification can be flexed, either
by specifying to better U values for the other building fabric
elements, or improving the linear thermal bridging from the
default values by using Accredited Construction Details or
custom designs. Airtightness can also be improved, for example
by using a multifoil under the rafters to provide a continuous
sealed layer.

Part L1B
Part L1B imposes particular requirements for roofers too, in that when reroofing they should improve the insulation to current standards – or at least
the best possible. This can be difficult where rafters are shallow, especially
if there is an existing ceiling below without a vapour barrier in place. In this
case, to avoid condensation risk, use of a 2-in-1 insulating breather
membrane such as TLX Gold can be useful, especially since it does not
need counter-battening. Conversely, roofers have to resist the pressure from
householders who want inappropriate rafter-level insulation when they have
cold ventilated lofts they want to keep for storage.
There’s information and advice out there – SAP assessors, manufacturers’
websites and helplines – that can help avoid the pitfalls from design to
build. Make use of it!

Build Implications
The actual build implications are rather more practical. Too often
the required roof U value is expected to compensate at the last
minute for fabric design deficiencies elsewhere. If the design is
for 150mm rafters at 400mm centres, for example, then the SAP
assessor advises that U = 0.11 W/m2K is required – the increased
underdraw can result in loss of headroom, or else require raising
the roof with insulation board above. An even worse last minute
insulation headache is when the structural engineer advises that
boarding is needed over the rafters, for then a 50mm ventilated
space is required under it. For room-in-the-roof designs, rafters
need to be considered as a thermal element rather than solely as
a structural one.
Insulating materials do vary in thermal performance. It’s not just
that PIR board has better thermal insulation properties than
mineral wool, for example; often a design can be tweaked by
going to a better grade of mineral wool or rigid board. And the
client who wants fully breathable insulation, or the builder who
wants to use the cheapest possible material option, should be
aware that the rafters will have to be designed to accommodate
the bulkier materials.

Dr Averil Cox is a Product Scientist with TLX Insulation, the manufacturers
of TLX Gold insulating breather membrane and TLX Silver multifoil
insulating vapour barrier. The TLX Helpline gets enquiries from architects,
specifiers, SAP assessors, builders and roofers – all meaning TLX remains
comprehensively in touch with the gamut of problems they encounter.
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Norbord Announces Second
#SterlingShots Competition
Winner
Norbord
has
announced
the
winner of May’s
SterlingOSB
#SterlingShots
social
media
competition. John
T e n n a n t
(@littlejonjoiner), a
joiner
from
Accrington, is the
latest winner of
£100
worth
of
Love2Shop vouchers after entering
the
#SterlingShots monthly competition by sending
in a photograph of SterlingOSB in action to
Twitter
(@Sterling_OSB).
John
used
SterlingOSB to create a unique kitchen
cupboard and has used the building material
numerous times before when building office
furniture or boxing pipes in bathrooms and
roofing. “I chose to use SterlingOSB as it is a
strong and reliable product. It’s easy to work
with and cheaper than plywood – plus it has a
lot more character, It’s a product that I will
definitely carry on using and I am hoping to use
it to make my son a new bed!” Members of the
public can enter the competition by sending a
photograph of any SterlingOSB they spot being
used to the SterlingOSB Twitter or Facebook
pages, and using the hashtag #SterlingShots.
Norbord is one of the world’s leading
manufacturers of engineered wood-based panel
products. All products are FSC-certified and
Norbord’s brands, SterlingOSB, CaberBoard,
CaberWood MDF and ContiBoard are commonly
specified by architects, national housebuilders
and specifiers. For further information, call
01786 812 921 or visit www.norbord.co.uk.
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Pulling Together

Insulating a Difficult Roof?

When sections of the existing roof covering the
Ryde Arena Ice Rink on the Isle of Wight were
torn from the building and blown into the car
park, the rink was forced to close immediately.
Following further bad weather, restricting
repairs and more water ingress, local roofing
company Heathfield Developments, with the
help of local Jewson branch, Manners View and
Icopal’s roofing solution, looked to rectify the
issue as quickly as possible. Sunny Lotay of
Jewson met with the owner of Heathfield
Developments on site to discuss the various
flat roofing solutions on offer. Icopal’s
Enviroflex liquid applied waterproofing
membrane was proposed as part of a new
warm roof insulated build up. Enviroflex is a
single component polyurethane based,
moisture curing coating, applied in multiple
layers in conjunction with a polyester
reinforcing fleece.
The coating is vapour
permeable and suitable for use on both new
build and remedial projects. The Enviroflex
membrane was chosen for its user-friendly
characteristics: being VOC free, quick curing,
low odour and high vapour permeability,
making it the ideal choice to install quickly to
minimise any further damage. The repair
works were successfully completed in February
2016 and the ice rink re-opened to the public
shortly after. For more information visit
www.icopal.co.uk and www.jewson.co.uk.
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Squeezing
a
better
thermal
performance out
of
your
roof
refurbishment
doesn’t mean a
raised roof line.
Thanks to a new generation of insulating
breather membranes, rafter level insulation
upgrades are an efficient way of upgrading,
managing condensation and retaining the
roofline of the building. LABC-Registered
PhotonAir is fully breathable, easy to install,
air-open and doesn’t need counter battening, it
is draped over rafters like a conventional
breather membrane, side-stepping the need to
raise the roof.
l Moisture permeable lath and plaster
ceilings - PhotonAir better manages
condensation
l Exposed purlins and rafters, (vapour barrier
isn’t practical) – PhotonAir presents no
condensation risk
l Social housing – PhotonAir improves the
thermal performance of a group of adjoining
properties without raising roof height or
disturbing occupants/interior finish
l Where 50% of the roof is being refurbished
requiring an insulation upgrade - PhotonAir
leaves a roof watertight in a day
l Where the standard is not technically,
functionally or economically feasible, any
thermal element should be upgraded to the
best standards achievable - PhotonAir
achieves a U-value of 0.60 in 75mm rafter at
400mm spacing
l Air-open PhotonAir is the most breathable
insulating breather membrane. NHBC
accepts it without a supporting ridge or high
level ventilation.
- visit www.thermictechnology.co.uk, call
01257
241084
or
email
info@thermictechnology.co.uk.
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Legislation

CDM15 One Year On
Louise Hosking, Hosking Associates Ltd

The Construction (Design & Management) Regulations 2015 (CDM) meant
significant change for anyone using contractors from 6th April 2015; not only
due to a change in duty holders and their responsibilities, but because
smaller scale works and domestic projects were required - for the first time to follow the CDM process.
Anyone commissioning works, using contractors, designing, pricing, scoping
or delivering projects has had to review their arrangements and act.
We are now one year on, but CDM has not been without its challenges…
Transition
Initially, there was a transitional period for works where a CDM coordinator
had already been appointed which gave these projects until 6th October 2015
to transition over to the new regulations. This actually caused some
confusion because some organisations believed they did not have to comply
until 6th October 2015!
Scope of the Regulations

definition refers to work on the ‘structure’ and CDM 15 is all
about construction ‘projects’ which have a start and finish, and
involve the use of construction tools and construction
equipment.
The HSE (http://chilp.it/3cf3a90) issued some excellent
guidance in the form of a Q&A to assist, but the guidance is not
definitive and no-one wants to be the legal test case.
The guidance I offer is to risk assess each project against the
definition and consider the following:
1. Does the work involve construction techniques, tools and
knowledge?
2. Does the work involve breaking into the structure?
3. Does the work fall within the scope of a project with a start
and finish?

By far the largest number of queries I have dealt with has been regarding the
scope of the regulations due to the definition within them on what is
considered to be construction. In particular, the inclusion of ‘maintenance
and repair’ within the definition. Initially, I guided organisations to focus on
their larger projects or those with significant risk, but pure interpretation led
to much confusion.

If the answer to all of the above questions is yes, the work is
likely to be CDM work. My personal opinion is the regulations
were never designed to complicate routine, low risk, short
duration works, so a decision should still be made on risk as
well. For buildings which contain asbestos, fragile surfaces and
unknown risks, a risk assessment would likely conclude the
CDM15 process should be followed.

The definition of construction work has not changed. Planned, routine
maintenance or work where individual components are removed and
replaced, or lubrication and inspection undertaken, is not CDM work. The

Even where the CDM15 process does not apply, section 3 of the
Health & Safety at Work Act certainly does. I am therefore
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Application for term maintenance and PPM works
Enquiry 65

t

advising our customers to review all their contractor
management arrangements and apply the process for PPM works by
contractor as follows:
1.

Ensure those engaged have the correct skills, knowledge,
experience and organisational capabilities to undertake the
work

2.

Prepare pre-construction information and provide access to
previous Health & Safety files, so contractors are aware of
hazards which are inherent to their place of work

3.

Ensure responsibilities for management and supervision
are clear, especially where sub-contractors are engaged.

4.

Prepare site rules and expectations for safe working; create
a client pack which clearly outlines expected standards

5.

Ensure resourcing and time is adequate for the work in
hand

6.

Induct workers coming to site

7.

Review RAMs together for routine works to be undertaken
at an appropriate frequency based on risk

8.

Meet with term contractors on a regular basis, and ensure
Health & Safety is on the agenda of every meeting

9.

Ensure contractors have access to welfare facilities unless
this is not reasonably practicable

Where more than one contractor is required, the CDM15 process
will apply. The contractor must create a construction phase plan
before the work starts, and a health & safety file should be
developed during the project to be presented at the end.
Domestic clients cannot be expected to take on the same level of
responsibility as a commercial client, so most of their duties are
shifted to the principal contractor.
Until solicitors start asking for health & safety files when
domestic property is bought and sold, I believe this sector will
continue to lag behind - putting a generation of workers at risk
of harm and long term ill health.

10. Keep existing health & safety files current
Competency of Contractors
Competency has always been a CDM cornerstone. The new regulations
replaced this with a requirement to consider skills, knowledge, experience
(SKE) and organisational capability when engaging the services of others.
Client responsibilities for engaging those with the correct SKE are now more
critical than they ever have been, and the penalties for not complying are
greater than ever before.
At the heart of the regulations is ensuring those who create the risk are
responsible for managing it. Some designers and principal designers have
become used to referring to a CDM coordinator to ‘think safety’ on behalf of
the project. Now, there is an expectation they will make the right choices
and decisions themselves as they design.
Out with the CDM-Coordinator, in with the CDM-Consultant
The regulations have removed the role of CDM coordinator, but I am
shocked by how many client organisations are still trying to shoe horn this
role into their projects.
The new requirements are very clear: the CDM-C no longer exists. Individual
duty holders must step up and develop the necessary SKE to fulfil their
defined responsibilities.
CDM-Coordinators have a wealth of knowledge, but must now adapt their
approach to train, guide and support duty holders, not do the work for them.
Duty holders cannot sub-contract their responsibilities.
Appointing the Principal Contractor (PC) & Principal Designer
(PD) in writing
The PC role has changed less than the others, but PD is new. There has
been a reluctance by some project managers and architects to take on the
PD role, and some added costs have definitely been disproportionate to what
is actually expected. For smaller projects, much less is required.

The Health & Safety File
Some project teams remain unsure about what should be
included (http://bit.ly/29d3QPl), and clients can help by clearly
communicating how they would like the information provided.
There has been a reluctance to provide ‘as built’ drawings, and
files are still not being created during the work which is
definitely the best way to collate it. Clients should be requesting
regular updates to determine whether the file is progressing as
expected.
Once developed, Health & Safety files should be updated rather
than created from scratch, if possible, and looked after. This is
future pre-construction information, so it’s important and clients
should be demanding high standards of information.
The Future
I am finding commercial clients who have accepted the new
processes and acted upon the new regulations feel more in
control. Roles and responsibilities have greater clarity, and the
regulations are more prescriptive meaning everyone has direct
duties to fulfil - which they like.
However, there are some trades who are carrying on as they did
before, and homeowners are currently totally unaware of the
regulations.

Domestic Work

On the whole, informed project teams are definitely stepping up
and I believe standards have improved. The CITB have some
great guidance on their website (http://bit.ly/1KBDKUm), and
industry sectors are supporting their trades in a productive
manner. Health issues are being pushed to the fore with brooms
being replaced by vacuum cleaners, and designers challenged to
eliminate risks as early as they can.

CDM15 also applies to domestic work where the homeowner will live in the
completed project.

Contact Hosking Associates for advice, guidance and training on
CDM15.

Responsible clients are working with their regular contractors and designers
to achieve the standards expected and this is exactly what the changes
anticipated.
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Heritage Roofing

Are You Feeling the Summer Love?
Dr Chiara Ceci, The Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB)

Image: Alan Georgy

“Swifts are the best tenants you could hope for and if you
are lucky enough to have them nesting near you, under a
loose roof tile or under the roof’s eaves, you should feel
privileged to share your building with these amazing
birds,” says Rebecca Pitman, RSPB Swift Cities Project
Officer.
“Swifts are the quintessential sign of summer. There’s
nothing like seeing and hearing them rocket over rooftops
on a summer’s evening. They are charismatic, enigmatic
and one of the fastest flying birds in the world.
“Swifts are only in the UK for three months of the year,
from April to August, and make practically no mess
where they nest, so they are the ideal tenants to have
nesting in your roof. In fact, most people don’t even
realise the swifts are there – the perfect houseguest!”
Rebecca adds.

Despite being low maintenance, swifts are facing an accommodation crisis, and
the RSPB is appealing for help from roofers for these intriguing birds over the
summer. When they arrive back in the UK they return to the exact same location
year after year. Swifts like to nest in the roofs of old buildings, but renovation,
insulation and development often destroy suitable sites. Rebecca explains:
“Swifts have declined by an alarming 38% since 1995 and are now an amberlisted species on the list of Birds of Conservation Concern.
“We don’t know the exact causes of their decline - it could be a variety of issues
along their migration routes, including loss of insect food availability or climate
change - but the RSPB believes loss of nest sites in the UK is at least partly
responsible.”
Swifts could become extinct as a breeding species in the UK if we don’t all do
something about their plight.
Because the decline of swifts is caused by the disappearance of nesting sites,
roofers and builders could be the best friends of these beautiful and precious
birds.
Edward Mayer, a swift and building expert, founded Swift Conservation and
provides training and advice on the conservation of swifts and the enhancement
and support of urban biodiversity. “If well-built and installed, the boxes need no
maintenance, nor do they ever need to be cleaned out, as swifts are probably the
cleanest of birds, making minimal nests that mostly degrade and disappear over
winter.”
It is easy to help swifts without causing any adverse effects and without
compromising the building. All that is needed is a box or a hole, with suitably

t

Can UK roofing and swifts be the best of friends or are
these archetypal summer birds a costly nuisance to
roofers and their clients? One of the main concerns,
when it comes to birds nesting in or around roofs, is that
people worry about the mess they might make, but with
swifts there are no such problems; they are probably the
cleanest of birds, stay only 12 weeks each year and are
very helpful in getting rid of mosquitoes and other flying
insects.
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you should aim to preserve the swifts' access holes or else make new
ones to match the old exactly.
Newbuilds
Specifiers and roofing contractors can also help retain sites for swifts
in new builds installing ‘swift bricks’, hollow bricks or blocks
suitable for swifts to make their nests in. Swift bricks should be
places in suitable walls, five metres or more high, out of full sun, in
gables, end of terrace walls or under eaves. “There are ready-made
products available on the market that can be installed to create swift
nesting sites,” says Edward Mayer, “Schwegler, Ibstock, CJ Wildbird
Foods, Filcris Plastics and Ecosurv all manufacture suitable swift
nest places.
“‘Swift bricks’ that are inserted into walls or fitted under eaves meet
requirements for ease of use, longevity and cost-effectiveness,” adds
Edward.
If you want more information or practical advice on how to maintain
or create nesting place for swifts on roofs (including in open, and
boxed eaves), get in touch with Swift Conservation www.swiftconservation.org.
“People can also choose to install swift nest box on their homes”
says Rebecca Pitman “These are quite easy to install; and the RSPB
is now selling a swift’s nest box made from FSC certified softwood
and hand-crafted by UK joiners”. Nest boxes are available at
http://shopping.rspb.org.uk/.
image: D. M. Dodds
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space (a minimum space of at least 300mm wide x 200mm deep
x 150mm high).
“UK roofers and builders have, over the centuries, created places for
swifts in all the buildings they have ever put up - until now.
“It's both sensible and fun to have swifts around us, they eat
thousands of noxious insects and they provide endless drama and
action in the sky over our heads. They are clean and neat nesters,
and the nest bricks need neither cleaning nor any maintenance.
Bring some life to our new developments - build for swifts!” says
Edward Mayer.
A swift nesting box entrance hole (28mm high x 65mm wide) can be
in the front, side, or base (at one end) of the box. If placed in the
front or side, it should be about 20 to 30mm from the floor. The space
should be cosy, not draughty, and should not be in direct sunlight.
Each nest space should be individual, separated by walls from
others, as swifts compete for nests and partners, and will fight
viciously when confronted by competitors.
The nest place should be at least 5 metres above the ground (or 2
metres above any large surface underneath, like a flat roof), and
away from obstructions like trees and creepers, and also away from
the possibility of human disturbance, such as those occasioned by
access ladders, roof terraces, doors and windows.
The law
If a building professional is called on a job for refurbishing a roof
which is already a nesting site for swifts, to comply with the law
and keep the birds safe they should avoid working during the
nesting period (from May to August) - at least in the nesting areas
and a generous area around them. Any interference with the swifts,
their occupied nests or their eggs and chicks is an offence under
both UK and EU legislation. Do not block access with scaffolds and
do not net or wrap areas where swifts are nesting. If you are doing
works on a swift nesting site (this must be outside nesting season)

Swifts are some of the last spring migrants to arrive in
the UK, but will be among the first to leave. They only
remain in Britain from April to August. At the beginning
of the summer they fly from Africa to the UK to nest
and raise their chicks. Over the course of their 6,000
mile journey they never touch the ground; eating and
sleeping whilst in flight.
Their diet consists of insects like flies, mosquitoes and
midges. Swifts collect insects by making a ball of food
(or ‘bolus’) in their throat, which can contain up to
1,000 insects. They feed the chicks these balls,
collecting up to 20,000 insects a day.
Swifts provide a fantastic display during the summer
months and their screaming calls, best heard in June
and July, are an indication that summer is just around
the corner. Swifts fly on average 800 km every day
(nearly 500 miles), and about 2 million km (more than
1.2 million miles) in a lifetime, which is more than four
trips to the Moon and back.
Their nests are minimal, made from material they
collect in the air, such as feathers, hay and seeds.
These materials are cemented with saliva and used to
build a nest in open eaves, under loose roof tiles and in
holes in walls. After the chicks have fledged most of
the nest is disposed of by invertebrates and any
remainder is then reused the next year.
If you see these beautiful birds this summer make sure
you send your swift sightings to the RSPB Swift Survey
at rspb.org.uk/swift survey. This provides essential
data on swift nest site locations to assist planners and
developers to protect and enhance swift colonies,
acting as a vital conservation planning tool.
If you’d like to find out more about how you can help give
nature a place to live visit www.rspb.org./homes.
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Standards

Raising the Roof on Ladder Safety
Roof ladders remain one of the major work at height categories with no British standard.
Paul Bruton, WernerCo’s Product Development Director, assesses the shortcomings of the current standards and the
impact that the introduction of a new British Standard for roof ladders will have on the industry.

t

Despite the substantial risk posed to workers, the use of roof
ladders remains one of the major ladder categories where no
British standard exists. Thankfully, this is going to change as the
British Standards Institution (BSI) is bringing about the
development of an industry standard.
That such a standard is needed, is borne out by the way ladder
users are seen trying to comply with regulations and mitigate
risk. Work at Height regulations state that special measures must
be taken (the use of an access platform or scaffolding) where it is
not possible to maintain a constant handhold on a ladder; a
stipulation that has led to an increase in the use of personal fall
protection equipment (PPE) when using roof ladders. This
addition of extra safeguards for workers highlights the concerns
with current roof ladder guidance.
Graham Arundell, Managing Director of the Hire Association
Europe (HAE) agrees: “The fact that workers using roof ladders
are taking these extra precautions highlights that there may need
to be a change in design to meet new criteria and ensure workers
are safe when at height.”
“The introduction of the new roof ladder British Standard is a
significant move forward for the industry and one that is long
overdue. Roof ladders are arguably the most high-risk ladder
category, yet are the only one that has no British or European
standard.”
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Of course, current HSE guidelines already set out some requirements for
roof ladders. The HSE states that roof ladders must be designed for the
purpose, of good construction, properly supported, and, if used on a
sloping roof, they must be securely fixed by means of a ridge hook placed
over the ridge bearing on the opposite roof. It also states that ladders
should be used in addition to eaves-level edge protection, and gutters
should not be used to support any ladder.
Critical Issues
But, as Peter Bennett at PASMA explains, some critical issues remain:
“Currently there are no product design standards setting minimum
strength or dimensional requirements for roof ladders.
“In the absence of such a standard, designers and manufacturers have
been left without guidance on critical issues such as: the strength
requirements for the hook arrangement at the top of the ladder, the
maximum deflection allowed in the ladder under load, the clear distance
below the ladder to provide a safe foothold when climbing. All of these
safety critical factors, together with specific markings and user
information, will be considered in the standard.”
Peter continues: “Current designs will need to verify the strength of the
hook arrangement at the top of a roof ladder to take into account the roof
angles which the standard will consider. The stiffness of some current
ladder designs may also be challenged together with the form and
dimensions for bearers - the parts which rest on the surface of the roof
underneath the ladder.”
There is understandably some confusion relating to when a roof ladder
should be used and when alternative access equipment is
t

According to Health and Safety Executive (HSE) statistics,
roofers account for nearly 24% of all work at height fatalities - and
falls from height are the biggest cause of worker deaths across
the entire construction industry.
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more suitable. The new standard will take this into consideration and
it was hoped that a wider European Standard would be developed once
the BSI comes into force. Even though we are now post-Brexit Peter
Bennett does not consider the overall goal to have changed: “There is no
reason why Britain’s exit from the EU will have any effect on ladder safety
and ladder design. The UK has always taken a lead in the development of
safe product standards, including those for ladders, and that will
undoubtedly continue, no matter what forum standards development uses
in the future, said Peter.
The new standard will impact the whole industry, from ladder
manufacturers including WernerCo, to health and safety professionals,
product testing organisations, training bodies, trading standards officers
and health and safety regulators. And the recent growth in the house
building market (up by 23% from November 2014-November 2015),
coupled with the continued strength in the roof tile market, means that
the introduction of roof ladder legislation will be a timely one for the
construction industry. This should ensure that roofing professionals are
equipped with a product that best suits the demands of the job. In
addition, the introduction of safer ladders will go a long way to help
reverse the worrying statistics surrounding work at height fatalities.
HAE’s Graham Arundell added: “From our perspective, any future
development that improves safety at work, helps raise industry standards
and benefits the work of our members will be a good move for the
industry. Having a British Standard in place should also help reduce the
risk of poor quality product entering the market.”

WernerCo is a privately owned, fully-integrated, international
manufacturer and distributor of climbing products, fall protection
equipment, material handling and jobsite, truck and van storage
equipment. For more information, visit www.wernerworldwide.com.

Enquiry 2
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Membranes

Underlays, Ventilation, Laps, Durability and BS5534

How Does it All Fit Together?
Bradley Cameron, DuPont Tyvek Technical Support

Firstly, the Building Regulations do NOT require roof space ventilation to control
condensation. What is required is as follows:
C2. The floors, walls and roof of the building shall adequately protect the
building and the people who use the building from harmful effects caused by:
A ground moisture;
B precipitation and wind driven spray;
C interstitial and surface condensation; and
D spillage of water from, or associated with, sanitary fittings or fixed
appliances.
There are, of course, a number of methods which will meet the requirements
above, but when the requirements of Approved Document L are added, a
ventilated or air open construction means that meeting the required standard of
condensation control and energy efficiency becomes almost impossible. However,
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an accredited system demonstrates that the holistic
approach demanded by ever more stringent energy-saving
regulations means that an air tight and vapour permeable
membrane meets both Part C and Part L and ensures full
compliance with building regulations, both today and in
the future.
Secondly, the question of counter battens. In some
constructions, for example, where the membrane is in
direct contact with the insulation, a counter batten is
required to elevate the slating or tiling batten in order
that any moisture which penetrates the primary watershedding layer, drains to the gutter. Where the membrane
is unsupported in the traditional manner, for example in a
cold pitched roof, a nominal drape (in line with
BS5534:2014) is sufficient to channel any in blown rain or
snow melt away from the construction.
Thirdly, the requirements of BS5534:2014. In March 2015,
The Code of Practice for Slating and Tiling was revised.
Among the many changes set out, one of the major new
requirements concerned underlays and how the
t

Vapour permeable underlays; they seem to have been the focus of interest for a
long time. Do I need to ventilate and do they comply with Building Regulations?
Are counter battens required? BS5534:2014? Taped laps? How long do they last?
Where does the membrane being used fit in? All reasonable questions, so let’s
look at each point in turn, starting with ventilation.
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In effect, rather than looking at membranes which
resist 1,600N/m2, the starting point, for peace of
mind and guaranteed performance should be
2,350N/m2 and it should be noted that the test
procedure does not allow for the inclusion of a
counter batten.
Drape is an issue
Drape is also an issue in the new standard and there
appears to be a belief that there must be 10mm of
drape – no more and no less. This is not correct, as
the standard refers to a “nominal” 10mm, accepting
that an exact amount would be very hard to achieve
over the entire roof area, whilst not allowing
excessive drape, which could impact on the
underside of the primary water-shedding layer. From
a practical point of view, and in most weather
conditions, pulling the membrane taut across the
rafters and then allowing a slight release will create
a slight drape and be sufficient to allow water to run
to the eaves. It must be remembered that the
underlay is the secondary water-shedding layer and
should not be channelling moisture on a regular
basis.
Taped laps: experience over the last 20 years has
shown a dual advantage of a lap sealed with an
appropriate or integral tape seal tape. Not only
unrestricted compliance with BS5534:2014 but also
the elimination of ‘windwashing’ (where air
movement over the insulation increases U-values by
up to 80%), thus ensuring compliance with the
requirements of Approved Document L.

t

membrane and its laps react under wind loading. Wind loading can force the
membrane to ‘balloon’ – leading to contact with, and dislodgement of, the tiles or
slates. Five Zones were designated, with the South East of England being in Zone 1,
whilst the North of Scotland is in the more arduous Zone 5. The zonal method should,
however, be used as a guide only. There are other factors outlined in the new standard
which must also be considered. These are:
n Ridge height not greater than 15 metres
n Roof pitches between 12.5° and 75°
n No significant site topography
n Site altitude not higher than 100 metres
The last point is very important as vast swathes of the country are in excess of the 100
metres above sea level. Milton Keynes, for example, sits at an elevation of approx. 114
metres and Birmingham is between 150 and 300m metres above sea level.
In order to be certified for ‘unrestricted’ use in all 5 zones, at batten gauges of 345mm,
the membrane used must be able to resist the following pressures:
n 1,600 N/m2 when a well-sealed ceiling is present
n 1,900N/m2 when no ceiling or no well-sealed ceiling is present

n 2,350N/m2 when no ceiling or no well-sealed ceiling is present and a permanent
dominant opening is present on an external face of the building.
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And finally, durability. Whilst there are vapour
permeable membranes with a long record of
successful use, some products are relative
newcomers and have little installed use against
which an informed judgement can be made. There is
evidence from the continental Europe that some
multi-layer underlays are not as robust as other more
durable offerings with functional layers of >170
microns. In Germany, for example, there is some
experience of multi-layer membranes failing to
provide the vital secondary water-shedding function
when needed most, after storm damage has occurred.
Heat build-up in the batten space beneath relatively
cool clay roof tiles appears to show the membrane
disintegrating and providing no secondary line of
defence at all.
A pitched roof underlay needs to provide good water
hold out and to prevent water ingress, together with
vapour permeability to prevent harmful
condensation, plus good wind tightness and
durability thus protecting the insulation and
structure for the long term – and with sufficient
strength to meet the requirements of BS5534:2014.
And all without a counter batten. It seems obvious
therefore that careful research into the right
membrane to meet all key criteria, for today and
tomorrow, is vital.
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Health & Safety

Ten Steps to Maintaining Good Health
for Roofers
Janine Brady - Marketing Manager, SIG Roofing

4. Skin: Wearing gloves and protective clothing are vital to protect
our skin. However, this is not limited to use of hazardous materials,
excessive exposure to the sun is a major cause of skin problems.
Keeping covered, wearing a hat with a brim or a flap, staying in the
shade whenever possible and using a high factor sunscreen of SPF30
will help protect against the sun.
5. Hygiene: It’s a legal requirement that all sites must have
adequate welfare and washing facilities. Washing facilities must
include a sink large enough to wash your hands, face and forearms.
Hot and cold running water, soap and towels must also be provided.
There should also be an area for securely storing clothing and for
drying wet items, and a separate room for eating and drinking.
6. Asbestos: You may come into contact with or disturb asbestos
during routine maintenance work. Asbestos causes around 5,000 workrelated deaths each year in the UK and should be handled with
extreme care. If you need further information on how to safely handle
asbestos, visit www.hse.gov.uk/asbestos/essentials/index.htm.

Thankfully today, most of us are familiar with on-site safety and the
prevention of accidents at work. However, what about safeguarding
against illnesses? Time means money and absenteeism due to ill
health can affect not only on our livelihood, but our lifestyle too. Given
the nature of roofing, we can face various health hazards, so it pays to
understand how best to minimise or avoid them. So, here are ten steps
to help you maintain good health.
1. Manual handling: Manual handling accounts for the majority of
non-fatal injuries in construction, resulting in roofers having a lot of
musculoskeletal disorders - in particular back problems. As there is no
actual ‘safe’ weight, legal requirements stipulate avoidance or control
of risk. Therefore, it’s important to refer to the Manual Handling
Operations Regulations (MHOR) for guidelines on lifting, lowering and
pushing and pulling - visit www.hse.gov.uk/construction.
2. Noise: To protect your hearing it’s always best to eliminate or
substitute noisy processes on a construction site whenever you can.
Removing people from the noisy area and choosing quieter equipment
can be just as effective, however where noise can’t be avoided,
hearing protection and/or hearing protection zones are legally required
– find out more at www.hse.gov.uk/noise/regulations.htm.
3. Vibration: If not correctly controlled, use of hand held vibrating
tools like breakers, hammer drills and combihammers can lead to
illnesses such as Hand-Arm Vibration Syndrome. As these tools are
common place for roofers, its best to select equipment that reduces
exposure to vibration and have them checked/calibrated regularly. Job
rotation can also help.

7. Dust: Silica occurs in many types of stone and concrete,
including roof tiles and slate. It can be released during cutting or
grinding, and when sweeping/cleaning work areas. Unfortunately, over
500 construction workers die every year from exposure to silica dust,
so it’s important to eliminate or reduce it. Wet working, avoiding high
pressure spraying and wearing masks all help. For limits, view the
Control of Substances Hazardous to Health (COSHH) Regulations at
www.hse.gov.uk.
8. Paints and coatings: these can contain a number of different
substances, some of which can cause various short and long-term
health issues. If not properly controlled, solvents or VOC’s within
coatings can create a serious immediate risk as they give off vapours.
Always select paints and coatings with low VOC content and carefully
follow the application instructions, and ensure there’s plenty of
ventilation.
9. Hydration: Roofers are particularly vulnerable to the impact of
dehydration due to extreme temperature conditions. It’s not unusual for
it to reach 32°C in direct sunlight on a roof and up to 60°C in a heat
wave. To stay hydrated, HSE recommends consuming around 250ml
(half a pint) of water every 15 minutes.
10. Zero Harm: It pays to align yourself to a supplier that has your
best welfare at heart and is committed to providing excellence in
health and safety. A reputable roofing supplier will be meticulous in
providing only those products and services that meet all health and
safety requirements; thereby giving you complete peace of mind.
Good health is to the benefit of us all. By following these steps, you
will not only help maintain tip-top health, you will ensure best roofing
practice for the whole industry.
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Metal Roofs

Europe’s Largest Zinc Roof Crowns
NATO HQ
Alan Thomas, Associate Kiwa BDA

Enquiry 1

What is claimed to be Europe's largest zinc roof rises over Brussels,
crowning the city’s huge new NATO offices. The Belgian building,
designed by American architects Skidmore, Owings and Merrill in
collaboration with Belgian Assar Architects, boasts an impressive floor
space of 250,000 m² in total and has an estimated construction cost of a
billion euros. It is scheduled for completion in July 2016.

prevent ingress of, for example, snow, because no
ventilation openings are required. The foamglas insulation
will also help to prevent condensation on the zinc.
However, no technical approval was available for use of
the combination of materials at such a low pitch as
proposed for parts of the new NATO building.

In addition to 120,000 m² of office space, the 4,500 NATO employees to be
based in its new headquarters will be able to enjoy an extensive range of
facilities more redolent of an average UK town; including restaurants, a
bank, shops and areas for sports and relaxation. The building itself has been
constructed to high sustainability standards meaning that it requires less
heating, cooling and ventilating energy due to the incorporation of thermal
insulation, thermal mass and effective solar shielding of glazed areas and
green roofs.

Comprehensive Evaluation

Kiwa BDA, the Notifying Body and UKAS-accredited specialist testing
company, was asked by the architects to test and approve the roof design,
which incorporated a zinc standing seam system with foamed glass
insulation.
Foamglas of Pittsburgh Corning was specified for the project and there is a
Belgian ATG approval for the combination of this with zinc roofing. This
insulation was chosen as suitable for the unventilated roof specified to help

t

The roof of the seven storey building reaches a height of 38.50 metres and
was designed to evoke fingers interlaced in a symbolic clasp of unity,
reflecting the collaboration of the 28 member countries of NATO, all of
whom will be represented at NATO’s HQ.

At the highest point, the NATO roof pitch is zero degrees less than the three degrees required according to the
Belgian ATG; so weather-tightness at this extreme was a
concern due to the risk of capillary action of water through
the standing seam, particularly in conditions of driving
rain. This major element, as well as the structural strength
and thermal performance of the overall roof design was
passed for comprehensive evaluation to the Kiwa BDA
Expert Centre Building Envelope (ECBE), headed by
Professor Nico Hendriks and Kiwa BDA Testing, headed
by Technical Director Chris van der Meijden. Key
considerations included in the weather-tightness
assessment were the seams themselves, detailing of the
placement of the clips and screws, the quality of the fold
strips, the dimensions of the material and its quality
control.
Enquiry 75
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Full-size laboratory testing of typical roof sections was
undertaken and after some revisions and modifications approval of
the roof design was given. "A new assessment was undertaken in
cooperation with Kiwa BDA" said Richard Verlijsdonk, project
manager of the Netherlands roofing contractor, Ridder Skins for
Buildings, "and we are delighted to have gained approval for the
system." The successful testing allowed a BDA Agrément® to be
issued by Kiwa BDA ECBE.
With the roof’s specification tested and approved, construction of the
building could begin. The building comprises eight 200m long wings
- four on each side of a vast central open area called the Agora, itself
under a 38m high, arched roof. Each wing represents the ‘fingers’ of
interlocked hands (minus thumbs!) suggesting the design concept of
NATO’s partnership of nations.
All roofs are supported by a steel structure. The roof construction
comprises a steel deck on which a primer has been applied to aid
bonding of the 80 or 100 mm bitumen-coated insulation slabs that are
placed on top. Then comes a single layer of APP roofing sheets, 3 to
4 mm thick with a polyester support, which are pre-welded to the
insulating layer. Over that is a low slip PE film and finally the
profiled zinc sections. The 200m long roofs of the wings are divided
into nine compartments, separated from each other by gutters. The
lower five boxes are 18m long, the upper four 26m. At the lower edge
of the roofs is an aluminium box to allow connection to the facade
and the outside edges around the building, which also have
aluminum strips to connect to the facade construction.

Rainwater drainage, constructed by Belgian roofing contractors, ZDP
Zolderse Dakprojecten, is via 500mm wide gutters and syphonic
outlets to minimise the number of downpipes and connections to
underground drainage – effective water management is one of the
client's key environmental objectives.
The standing seam was profiled on site from the coils of the zinc
material supplied by manufacturers, Nedzink. Factory Production
Control (FPC) of this production, an important element of the BDA
Agrément, was undertaken by Kiwa Belgium. After the sections were
profiled, they were hoisted on to the roof via a mobile tower crane.
The long wings were built first and roofed, followed by the
intermediate roof sections above the Agora. This approach was
chosen in consultation with the other parties who worked on the
project, with safety as the highest priority. But the logistics of this
project were also very important and complex - not just from the
building process but from the security of this key NATO asset.
Anyone who had to access to the site had to be thoroughly screened
in advance, so rushing new personnel in to advise on or solve a
sudden site problem was simply not an option.
Kiwa BDA’s Chris van der Meijden said, "The NATO HQ building
was an amazing project to work on and we were very pleased to be
able to bring our expertise and test facilities to the table and
approve the roof design."
Kiwa in the UK comprises a range of diverse services. Carrying out
testing (and often certification) on appliances, construction materials,
electrical and water products. They are a Notified Body, and are UKASaccredited. For more information please contact Chris Forshaw, Kiwa
BDA Business Development Manager (07718 570564).
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The 200m long roofs of the wings are divided into nine compartments, separated from each other by 500mm wide gutters.
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Brexit

First Reactions to Brexit from
the UK Roofing Industry
As the first signs of economic slowdown emerge following Brexit, the UK roofing industry is taking stock and working out
how leaving the EU could affect their businesses.
James Talman, Chief Executive at the National
Federation of Roofing Contractors
“In the short term, the impact might
be on delays on upcoming contracts
until markets settle; in the medium
term that there might be pressure on
skills; and in the long term impact on
inward investment.
“This is a time of opportunity, and
therefore potential benefit, to
members. Government and other
regulatory bodies that have deferred to the EU for decisions
are going to need the help and support of key trade
associations in re-creating UK regulations.”
Richard Diment, Executive Manager at the
Lead Sheet Association
“The implications for the construction
industry are still very unclear.
Uncertainty, always the biggest risk
to economic activity, abounds and
will not be resolved until the country
has a new Prime Minister and the
Government’s strategy is made clear.
“The Brexit decision does not remove
the urgent need to build homes, schools, hospitals and
infrastructure to ensure that the economic, social and
environmental priorities of the UK are met.
“Rolled Lead Sheet is unlikely to be affected by changes to
our international trading arrangements. The wider
construction industry needs to make clear that it is robust
and prepared for whatever challenges emerge over the next
couple of years .”
Paul Barwell, Chief Executive Officer at the
Solar Trade Association
“Despite this decision to leave the
EU, the Solar Trade Association urges
the UK government to maintain its
15% renewable target by 2020 and
establish further targets thereafter in
line with the Carbon Budgets and the
UK’s 80% greenhouse gas reduction
target by 2050.
“There will now be a lot of work to do to renegotiate
various deals, laws and treaties in the energy field – not
least the UK’s contribution within the Paris Agreement. We
urge the UK to maintain its commitment to the transition to
a zero carbon economy throughout this process.”
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Andrew Hayward, Managing Director at Russell Roof Tiles
“In the short term, I anticipate purchases from Europe will
cost more due to the currency drop, therefore pushing costs
up. But the main concern is the short term impact on
consumer confidence. Specifically, concerns over job security
could affect growth and hit the housing market.
“Set against this, Redrow, Galliford Try and Berkeley all very
recently declared positive results and predictions for the
housing sector. Both the Bank of England and the
Government have stated they will work hard to protect the economy and maintain
stability.
The UK has a huge trade deficit with Europe particularly Germany and France. So,
whilst there seem to be lots of threats from the EU it is unlikely the Brexit deal will
be anywhere near what Armageddon theorists like to peddle. We are very important
to EU trade. And the UK is one of wealthiest countries in the world and we will
find efficient methods to deal with the EU.
“Now the Government needs to reassure the UK population by creating an
economic blueprint and setting out clearly how we are going to manage globalised
trade.”
Monika Slowikowska, founder of Golden Houses Developments
“The day after Brexit, seven of our building materials
suppliers told us they‘d be raising their prices in July – from
3-8%. The following week we learned that one of our projects
is being put on hold. The client’s bank has withdrawn from
talks while it analyses the new economic environment. The
client contacted 11 other banks and they all said the same
thing: no engagement until they know what’s happening in
the property market.
“So, we can’t deny that the industry will be hit. However, I know our sector will
bounce back. If we stay flexible, negotiate well, control our costs and become even
more efficient, we will overcome these challenges”
Tony Burke, Managing Director at Avonside Group
From our perspective, and in discussion with our key clients
we do not anticipate any lasting structural impact upon the
sector or our business from the effects of Brexit. This is
primarily due to the structural shortage of housing, which
means whether the UK is a member of the EU or not, we still
need to build many more houses over the next decade.
The short term reaction is principally a result of the vacuum
of leadership from Government and lack of preparation, rather
than the decision itself. However, the swift process to elect a new Prime Minister
is a cause for some optimism. Following on from this we should expect some clear
plans to reiterate Government support for the sector stressing its commitment to
continue to relax planning restrictions, and maintain policies such as Help to Buy.
What is required now is clear leadership of the country to calm reactions and
assure the UK population, this in turn will bolster consumer confidence and spend
which will be critical to ensure we don’t talk ourselves into problems.
Enquiry 14

Working at Height

Taking Fall Protection to the Next Level
Even in 2016, falls from height remain one of the most common causes of injury and fatality at work, accounting for nearly 30%
of injuries to workers. It is a stark reality that in an age where working at height is commonplace, fall protection measures still
need to be much more effective. Jonathan Seymour, Head of Sales (UK and Ireland) tells us more.

developed as a result of limitations in EN 795:1996 and is purely
about testing EN 795 rated products on a representative substrate.
An imminent update to The Magenta Book will recognise the 2012
changes to EN 795 (and CEN TS/16415), in line with improved test
methods and a focus on multi-user solutions.
All fall protection equipment should be tested to at least meet, if
not exceed, the very latest testing requirements and guidance.
From the purpose and use of any given product, to ensuring
standardised test methods and demonstrating repeatability - it’s all
about achieving the most efficient and safest outcomes.
Representative testing
So let’s bring it all to life. How does a fall protection system
actually perform on the structure for which it is intended? Once
you have invested in the product, it needs to be tested in real
world situations to guarantee performance. For us at Latchways
that comprises:
n Intended purpose: understanding the intended purpose will
determine the test methods required.
n Representative roof test: extensive testing on the actual
structure which it will be used on gives a full picture of how
systems operate in real life. This should take into account the
supporting structure - purlins, decks, spacer systems, insulation,
waterproof covering etc.
n Dynamic drop test: again this gives insight into real life
scenarios. We recommend using a 300kg mass through a
distance of 1.5m as typically there is more than one user on any
given roof, and so the drop test should ensure systems can cope.
n Multi-directional testing: it’s impossible to predict the direction
of a fall, and so testing needs to encompass all possibilities - in
line with, across and at 45 degrees to the seam, profile or deck.
n Re-testing: repeat testing is also important to ensure
compatibility with the latest roofing manufacturer developments.
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A final message
Those responsible for specifying fall protection solutions to be
specific in their choices. As an industry we must put engineering
at the heart of how we do business, we must embrace the very
best of standards and we must employ more specific test methods.
As an industry we can then ensure the best possible outcomes.
The fall protection industry has come a long way. We’ve all seen images from
the 1920s and 30s showing workers sitting on beams high above the cityscape
below. It’s hard to imagine life before the Occupational Health and Safety Act
of 1970, when fall protection was totally unregulated and employers had little
responsibility. Of course that old view is gone - when we think of fall
protection today, the ultimate goal is to ensure people who work at height are
kept safe; we all have responsibility - from health and safety managers to
construction workers, facilities managers to specifiers and, of course, business
owners.
At Latchways we believe that great products and solutions are obviously
important, but there is much more to making sure people go home safely at
the end of their working day. So what are the fundamentals of best practice in
fall protection?
A true engineering approach
To develop the best fall protection solutions, a true understanding of the
engineering behind them is crucial. Consideration of the application - what it’s
for, how and where it will be used - is a must, along with how the user will
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interact with the system. And of course aesthetics play a role; an
anchor device may be small, but it sits on top of a structure and is
always visible.
Industry standards and guidance
There are two key benchmarks that are important. EN 795 standards
govern the testing of anchor devices, and should be considered as an
absolute minimum. EN 795 came into play in 1996, and has recently
been updated to EN 795:2012 - with the support of technical standard
CEN/TS 16415, it sets out more robust requirements and introduced
testing for multiple users for example. EN 795:2012 is becoming more
widely recognised and embraced across Europe, and has recently been
published in the Official Journal of the PPE (Personal Protective
Equipment) Directive.
As well as this, the introduction of ‘The Magenta Book’ - ACR[M]:
Testing of Roof Anchors on Roof Systems - in 2009 provided
additional guidance to EN standards, recommending the testing of
anchor devices on representative roofs. The Magenta Book was
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Sustainability

Ensuring Product Sustainability and
Traceability
Simon Dayson, sales director – external envelope, SIG Design and Technology
In the modern business environment, traceability and sustainability are
becoming more important to customers than ever.
While the demand for good quality products at low costs is as strong as ever, a
key consideration for many purchasers is now where the materials have come
from, how they have got there, and the impact that this has had.
Organisations and suppliers are increasingly demonstrating a commitment to
contributing to the wellbeing of communities. On a fundamental level, this
means having a clean, safe and environmentally-friendly business, but in the
present competitive environment it is important to exceed the minimum
commitment criteria. This means going beyond national and specific
environmental and health regulations, such as regulations covering the industry
the business operates in – something that is particularly pertinent in
construction, where a wealth of parties are involved in the creation of materials
and products.
From incorporating assessments of health and environmental impacts in decision
making, to working with customers and suppliers to ensure products are
transported and processed in environmentally friendly ways, this traceability is
becoming integral to processes and ties in with having an open and frank
approach.
From a sustainability perspective, the whole product lifespan needs to be taken
into account, and although this can cover multiple areas and applications,
having this overarching oversight can help to make a key difference.
Transparent and Comparable
For some customers, this means an Environmental Product Declaration (EPD) an independently verified and registered document that communicates
transparent and comparable information about the lifecycle and environmental
impact of products.
The construction industry as a whole is aware of the challenge associated with
developing sustainable construction methods, and yet the main raw material
used – steel - is eminently recyclable. It is estimated that around 90 per cent of
the steel from demolition goes on to be re-used, while 40 per cent of the steel
that is used in new construction has previously been recycled.
Through the use of modern machinery, upgrades and innovative techniques, the
onus is on the industry to boost these figures further still and reduce the impact
that products are having on the environment; as well as having an important
effect on the long-term performance of the buildings and their structural quality.

extent to which this transparency can permeate the
process is also affected by the manufacturer or supplier, as
EPDs can contain environmental information additional to
the LCA, including specific information about user- and
the end-of-life phases, helping to create a fuller
understanding
Tying into this is an industry-wide – and worldwide –
need to reduce the carbon footprint, not only of individual
organisations, but sectors as a whole. SIG plc, parent
company of Steadmans, has a commitment to reducing its
carbon footprint, including achieving the Carbon Trust
Standard of 2010, which is evidence of its environmentallyfriendly carbon credentials and complements wider
ambitions to further enhance the company’s status as a
Low Carbon Business.

At a local level, there is also a need to recycle waste materials in a responsible
manner and be as environmentally friendly as possible in areas where it is
possible, but there remain challenges to adopting widespread sustainability.

Ultimately, the extent to which organisations absorb
sustainability into their operations is dependent on the
industry they operate in and their wider approach, but
there is an increasing connection between a business’s
perception and the transparency of its processes, as well
as the traceability of its products.

The EPD is certainly one step, as it is based on the international ISO standard
and so adds a degree of certainty and authority to any declarations. By reporting
environmental data over the entire lifecycle of products in accordance with the
international standard ISO 14025, transparency is assured, and the fact that it is
international, third-party verified and delivers flexible-source information, means
ongoing monitoring is assured.

Adopting this line of thinking has wider business benefits,
which range from creating a transparent supply chain, to
assuring potential affiliates and going beyond corporate
and social responsibility, to become a true pillar of
business with a demonstrable approach to product and
service sustainability.

Central to the EPD is a life cycle assessment (LCA), which provides information
on the use of resources and energy, as well as various types of emissions. The

For further information on Steadmans’ full range of
products call 02840 660 516 / 016974 78277, email
info@steadmans.co.uk or visit www.steadmans.co.uk.
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Offsite Construction

Building the Future of Construction
Stuart Whiting Design & Technical Associate Director at Prater, looks at how off-site manufacturing is
playing a significant role in some of the UK’s most challenging construction projects, and why adaptable
industrialisation really represents the future of construction.
to the required timescales was simply not
possible. The decision was made by the
project team to pre-assemble 16,000m2 of
timber cassettes and over 400 Schuco
rooflights, which were fabricated in Prater’s
Thurrock factory and installed into roof
cassettes in an off-site facility in Uxbridge –
before being craned into place on site.
Collaborative Working
To take off-site manufacturing to new levels
and deliver projects such as these – the
process has to be underpinned by
collaborative working and a commitment from
all parties involved.

Off site construction is by no means new. However, with construction output on the
increase and clients looking to appoint project partners that can truly add value to the
process – it comes as no great surprise that off-site manufacturing and construction is
seeing a resurgence.
Perhaps the most significant benefit of off-site construction is the reduced risk on-site. By
taking work off-site and into a controlled environment, unnecessary work at height is
reduced and congestion on-site is eased. Ultimately, this creates a safer and more
manageable project.
The performance of the building envelope is another key driver. The prefabrication of
unitised and panelised building components in an industrialised factory environment leads
to an increased level of consistency and the reduction of any defects. For large, complex
projects, when a unique product or bespoke design is required, the ability to construct a
mock-up and test products and methods off-site can be crucial. Additionally, it enables
companies to employ trainees or apprentices in roles within factories or warehouses, upskilling the industry and giving teams the chance to learn installation works off-site.
We have seen a dramatic increase in the number of clients opting to utilise our off-site
manufacturing capabilities, and the type of work being undertaken is setting new
benchmarks for the construction industry – particularly when it comes to complex roofing
projects.
A fantastic example of this is the London Bridge Redevelopment. The complex geometry
and structure of the canopies, combined with the challenging timescales and restrictive onsite access meant that an in-situ solution was not feasible. As such, complete structural roof
cassettes were craned in - with all the M&E services such as lighting and security cameras
already integrated.
Off-site manufacturing also played a key role at Building 2 of the BskyB redevelopment in
Isleworth. The largest glulam beam and timber cassette project in the UK, the enormity of
the roofing package meant that building in-situ, with the various logistical constraints and
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This is why Prater recently became the first
specialist contractor partner at the Offsite
Management School, an initiative committed
to helping supply chains develop to meet the
challenges faced. The initiative aims to
facilitate the advancement of construction
industrialisation throughout the supply chain.
Historically, unitisation has always revolved
around standardisation and modularisation;
but for projects that represent significant
design complexities, the challenge is also the
prefabrication of bespoke materials to bring
alive the architect’s statement. As architecture
thrives and as roofing projects and building
envelopes regularly break design boundaries –
it is up to the project delivery teams to make
the designs a working reality.
This is why we are all experiencing an
important chapter for the construction
industry. We think the future relies upon offsite construction; and with digital engineering
and BIM also helping to de-risk the process –
right now it is about communicating these
ideas as early as possible and educating the
supply chain.
Today, it is about guiding the industry
towards an adaptable industrialisation – so
together we can continue to successfully and
safely push the boundaries of construction
tomorrow.
Enquiry 16
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Contractor’s Column

Investing For a Sustainable Future
Tony Burke, Managing Director at Avonside Group Services

By the time you are reading this article our fate as a nation will
have become a lot clearer. Collectively, we will have cast the votes
that will decide our future.
In casting our votes there will be many complex issues that have
prompted us to make our decision, but in every case they will be
related to the question of sustainability. Can we sustain the
numbers coming to our shores? Can we sustain standards of
schooling, housing and healthcare for our citizens? Can we
continue to sustain the economic revival?
Because, whilst it is true that sustainability has come to be seen as
‘shorthand’ for environmental issues, it is in fact a far wider issue
that we should be considering both as an industry and as
individual businesses.
Firstly, let’s look at our sector. I have referred in previous columns
to our relative inability to attract new entrants into roofing, and
that, despite lots of recent positive initiatives, we are still perceived
by the wider population to be an industry that is ‘strenuous and
dirty’ according to a recent YouGov poll of 2000 people. Of those
questioned only 41% thought we were a sector that would provide
or require further or higher education, with only 11% viewing the
sector as ‘exciting’. How sustainable does that make us?
With the much publicised housing and skills shortage, how do we
reconcile the need to build more properties with fewer skilled
people? Where is the sustainable route to delivery? The systemic
shortage of housing won’t go away, and in fact gets worse every
year, given our failure as a nation to bridge the gap in building
properties for the growing population. We need a long term vision
supported by appropriate investment. And we need to use our
inventiveness to find ways to deliver our requirements.
Can we look at mass production and other modern methods of
construction? Can we be more creative in bringing older, decrepit
properties back to a suitable standard for occupation?
Whatever the eventual solutions, we need to think more clearly
about these issues on both a macro and micro level, and it’s here
that we can affect things as individual businesses.
No two organisations are exactly the same, whether that is in terms
of ambition and strategy or resources and inward investment. So
each business must find solutions that work for them. However, one
trait I have observed over many years is the reluctance within our
sector to pay the true value for a product or service, and many of
our current issues are underpinned by short-termism such as this.
For, whilst it is essential to remain competitive in all areas, our
experience is that by working more closely with supply chains both
upwards and downwards, process alignment can result in savings
on materials, resources and time - all of which can make a
significant improvement on the bottom line. However, this always
requires a greater level of investment in the front end of the process
(i.e. risk) in order to bear fruit.
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Nevertheless, with IT support systems becoming more available and
affordable day by day, the adoption of new labour and money-saving
approaches is essential; allied to better and more accurate management
systems to ensure we know who our customers are and what they
expect from us, and at what cost.
Closer working relationships that can cultivate better alignment of
resources throughout the supply chain are a fundamental part of any
future approach. Working together in more open relationships over
extended periods to remove hidden costs and achieve more effective
delivery, whilst maintaining profitability, will be essential if we are to
create the right environment to bring new products, processes and
people into our sector.
We can also work towards different skill sets that meet the requirements
that an integrated supply chain will demand in the future – often
different from the current requirements. When was the last time anyone
saw a lamplighter, or had coal delivered to the house, or even a visit
from the milkman?
Technology and innovation mean that standard industries of just a few
years ago have now disappeared, those business models ceased to be
sustainable. That rate of change will only accelerate in the coming
decades.
As individual companies it behoves the management to begin to look
beyond present day practices, to plan and invest for something more
sustainable. Nowhere is that more required than in construction,
particularly in house building.
The message is clear: if we want to operate in a sustainable industry,
with sustainable businesses we must embrace technology and change,
and make them work for us.
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Ecological Building Systems
Expands with Technical sales
Manager Appointment
Sustainable building
products distributor,
Ecological Building
Systems,
has
increased its team
with
the
appointment of Neil
Turner as technical
sales
manager,
ensuring that it has
the resources to
drive and manage further growth. A BBAcompetent U-value assessor and who has been
involved in developing CEN (Comité Européen de
Normalisation) European standards, Neil brings
more than 14 years’ experience in the building
products sector to Ecological Building Systems.
He joins the company from a manufacturer
where he worked with architects, contractors
and timber frame specialists on the specification
of sustainable insulation products and has been
involved in projects using Ecological Building
Systems products for many years, giving him an
excellent knowledge of the company’s portfolio,
which includes Pro Clima air- and wind-tightness
solutions, Gutex insulation, Calistherm climate
board and Diasen thermal plasters. Penny
Randell, UK director of Ecological Buildings
Systems commented; “Neil’s wealth of technical
expertise and experience makes him a valuable
resource for our customers and will help us to
continue to grow the business and extend the
reach of our products.” Neil adds: “Being
involved with a company that has such a diverse
combination of complementary products is a
great opportunity and I’m looking forward to
engaging with customers.”
...
See www.ecologicalbuildingsystems.com.
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Firestone Brings in Summers as Seasoned Roofing Sales Manager
Single ply roofing specialist, Firestone Building Products, has
appointed Russell Summers to the post of product sales manager
- commercial roofing, as part of its strategic growth plans for the
commercial sector. Russell will be responsible for developing the
company’s customer base across the contractor, specifier and
distributor markets for both Firestone’s RubberGard™ EPDM
system and its UltraPly™ TPO roofing membrane. He will be
responsible for the commercial sector across the UK and Ireland,
focusing initially on growing the company’s distribution network in
the dynamic South of England market, where EPDM and TPO
roofing products are increasingly popular. Bringing more than 15
years of sales experience in the building products sector to
Firestone, Russell has worked in the roofing sector for the past
five years. Comments Russell: “Joining Firestone is an excellent opportunity for me to apply my roofing
knowledge and contacts to a proven product range that is increasingly popular for commercial
installations. “Firestone’s RubberGard and UltraPly roofing products draw on over a 100 years of
innovation and heritage and, as the marketplace increasingly looks for alternatives to an asphalt-based
approach, this is an exciting time to be involved in further growing the synthetic rubber commercial
roofing sector.” Visit www.firestonebpe.co.uk.
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Triflex Appoints Business Development Manager for Scotland
Triflex UK are pleased to announce the appointment of
Jonny Cross as Business Development Manager, with
responsibility for the development of their Roofing
business stream in Scotland. Jonny has a strong track
record in the construction sector in Scotland having
previously been employed by SIG Construction
Accessories and more recently, Fosroc. Given his
intimate knowledge of the sector, Jonny brings a wealth
of knowledge and expertise to the role. Speaking of his
new appointment Jonny said: “I am thrilled to have the
opportunity to join Triflex and to work with such a
progressive team of people. Their cold liquid applied
product offering continues to evolve and strengthen and
I look forward to working closely with the UK team in progressing and extending the reach of the trusted
Triflex brand in both the refurbishment and new-build market sectors.” Craig Smith, National Sales
Manager of Triflex UK commented “I am delighted to have the opportunity to work alongside Jonny
given both his technical expertise and knowledge of the Scottish construction sector. Jonny joins Triflex
at an important stage in our evolution as Europe’s leading manufacturer and supplier of
Enquiry 41
cold, liquid applied systems for waterproofing, surfacing and protection solutions.”

T R Freeman Strengthens Board with New Appointment
Commercial roofing and cladding company, T R Freeman Limited,
known for its expertise in the design and installation of both traditional
architectural metal roofing and modern systems, has recently welcomed
John O’Kane into the role of Managing Director. He joins the company
from Prater Limited where he held the position of Project Director with
responsibility for delivering complex, high value, multi-product building
envelopes. John’s appointment sees T R Freeman’s former Managing
Director Gary Webb move to the new role of Pre-Construction Director.
Having joined the company over 40 years ago as an apprentice and been
appointed to Managing Director in 2003, Gary will continue to bring his
unrivalled expertise and experience to the business in his new role.
Speaking about his appointment, John O’Kane said “I am delighted to
be a part of a company that has such a long and successful history, an
exceptional skills and knowledge base, and a staff commitment to
delivering nothing less than the most professional service to its clients.” “I look forward to leading the
company into the future, and expanding the client offering with enhanced building envelope solutions,
to complement T R Freeman’s range of roofing, cladding and maintenance services.”

New Commercial Director for
FAKRO
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Rewards for Young Professionals Announced
The winners of the annual Construction Development
Alliance (CDA) Awards were revealed recently at Burnley
Mechanics Theatre, during a ceremony hosted by TV
personality Dominic Littlewood. Developed to support the
future of the property and construction industry in the North
West, the awards, sponsored by Sika Sarnafil, recognise the
hard work, determination and growth of young people in the
sector. Bobby Bolton, 23 year old construction manager at
LendLease, was crowned Young Construction Professional
and Overall Winner at the awards. A recent CITB report
predicts that thousands of new roles will be required to meet
demand in the next five years. Rod Benson, Sika Roofing
said: “The lack of construction apprentices is something we
are actively lobbying in Westminster in conjunction with the NFRC. The awards are another positive
way of tackling this issue.” The remaining category winners are: Pearl Cavaney, Young Designer
(Burnley College); Lucy Anderson - Young Construction Environmentalist (Sheffield Hallam University);
Franchesca Hurn - Young Construction Apprentice (M's Touch Female decorators); James Eastham
- Overcoming Adversity (Eric Wright Construction). For more information on Sika Roofing call 01707
394444, or visit http://gbr.sika.com. To find out more about the Construction Development Alliance
visit www.cdalliance.co.uk.
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FAKRO GB has appointed Dave Robertson to
the newly created role of Commercial Director.
Dave brings 30 years’ experience of the
industry with Grafton Buildbase in Board
positions, latterly as Commercial Director of
Buildbase and then Grafton Supply Chain
Solutions Director. He commented, “Having
sold many Fakro products over a long period of
my merchant career I am delighted to be
joining such a high profile company and one
with an overriding ethos of quality. Its ongoing
programme of innovation is at the heart of its
success and is having a similar impact in most
countries with which it trades throughout the
world.”
Contact Dave Robertson by email:
dave.robertson@fakrogb.com, or call him on
tel 01283 554755, or visit the company
website at www.fakro.co.uk.
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Filon Feature

Will You See the Light?
Mark Wilcox, Sales Director, Filon Products Ltd

Since the late 1950’s GRP has been a feature of many commercial, industrial and
agricultural buildings across the UK, bringing the free resource of natural daylight
into the workplace. GRP’s introduction as a rooflighting material was revolutionary in
its ability to match the main roof profile; allowing for an in-plane solution requiring
an almost identical installation method to the main roof sheet.
GRP is a strong thermoset material with good impact resistance and consists of,
among other components, polyester resin which is reinforced by a glass strand mat.
To provide even stronger sheets to satisfy increased snow, wind loads and larger
spanning capabilities, GRP can be made thicker and combined with enhanced
reinforcement glass technology. Modern, UK-produced, industrial specification, glassreinforced polyester rooflights now also benefit from the use of high performance UVabsorbing protection to the weather face. This will provide a typical life expectancy of
30-40 years.

GRP rooflights

The success of rooflights resulted in several UK-based manufacturers continuously
producing GRP. Eventually, this involved the use of alternative plastic materials such
as PVC. As a brittle material, PVC’s inclusion was sometimes not so successful:
subject to damage due to storms, rooftop foot traffic and UV degradation.
In the last decade the use of PVC rooflights has declined with the introduction of
HSG33, Health & Safety in Roof Work; Construction (Design and
Management) Regulations and the development of ACR[M]001:2000 by the

Advisory Committee for Roofsafety (ACR), which set out a physical test to define a
fragile roof material. PVC rooflights on the market at this time were unable to satisfy
the test and fell out of use in commercial roofing.
Serious Concerns
This didn’t stop the efforts of thermoplastic manufacturers to try to compete with our
and other GRP rooflights though, and polycarbonate in-plane rooflights were born and
have since steadily encroached on the GRP rooflight market. Although polycarbonate
has some positive attributes such as good light transmission, strength and fire
resistance, there are some serious concerns about it as a rooflight material for profiled
roof applications.
Thermal movement
A thermoplastic material such as polycarbonate has much greater thermal movement
than GRP and over five times more than the surrounding steel sheets. Polycarbonate
has a coefficient of linear thermal expansion rate of 68m x 10-6/K compared to GRP
rooflights at 25m x 10-6/K. Assuming a moderate UK temperature range over winter (10˚C) to summer (30˚C) in the UK, of 40 degrees, this will result in a 6000mm long,
triple span polycarbonate rooflight, potentially changing length by 6(m) x 0.000068 x
40 (degrees) = 0.01632m. Over 16mm!
If no allowance has been made for this movement such as oversized fixing holes, it
could create problems, particularly around fasteners causing the sheet to crack, or at
the end laps where seals could fail. It is also possible for rooflights with an insulating
box detail, such as those used in composite panel roofs, for the rooflight to expand
but find resistance. The material will have no room to move as it will be constrained
by the surrounding metal roof panels and so could belly out – bulge out of shape
between the purlins.
Light Distribution
Another significant consideration is the type of illumination required in the building.
GRP has high levels of light transmission and is also a naturally diffusing product. It

Polycarbonate rooflights

will provide an even distribution of natural daylight
across the area to create a balanced illumination,
reducing bright spots, shadows and hot spots.
Thermoplastics like polycarbonate, when used as inplane rooflights, however, tend to be much less
diffusing allowing more light to pass directly through
and creating localised bright spots with solar glare
and also hotspots of direct sunlight.
The difference can be seen in the images showing
two very similarly constructed equestrian centres, one
fitted with Filon GRP rooflights and the other with
polycarbonate rooflights. They demonstrate a very
different lighting pattern: the first provides a very
even light distribution, so much so that there are not
even shadows visible around the horse and rider – the
perfect conditions for easily-spooked horses!
However, the polycarbonate rooflights allow light to
pass directly through, so that even the purlins are
casting shadows on the ground.
These projects highlight the importance of selecting
the appropriate rooflight material for your next
industrial, commercial or agricultural building. If an
even spread of diffused light, without shafts of light,
hotspots or dark corners is preferred, then GRP is
likely to be the most appropriate choice.
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The Dixon Column

Britain’s Roofers Have Got Talent!
Simon Dixon

In this edition I’d like to tell you all about the Skillbuild competitions and the
International competitions for young roofers. Let me try to explain how this
works.
Every year there are up to ten regional Skillbuild heats where roofers in
training can compete to win a place in the national Skillbuild finals. The
heats last six hours, all competitors use the same test piece, and normally
there is just one judge to ensure consistency. The top eight scorers from
across the country are then invited to take their place at the finals.
The Skillbuild finals are held at the NEC, Birmingham in November.
Competitors have three days to complete a practical set piece, set to strict
tolerances. Think about it - we have eight extremely talented roofers, all
within a few points of each other - how else can we find the best, other than
to set an exacting competition piece and judge by measuring to the
millimetre?
The NEC is chosen for the finals due to the sheer size of the whole event. As
part of the Skills Show, it’s not just roofing on show - or just the building
trade. Numerous trades and occupations attend as gifted young people
compete for a place in the UK squad for World Skills. You should go this
year’s Skills Show is on 17-19 November – and take your children, it may
inspire them to choose a career, maybe even in roofing!
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Anyway, I digress. The roofing heats and final are organised and run by the
NFRC. There is a small dedicated team made up of NFRC staff, Associates
and Judges who give their all over a gruelling week to ensure the
competitors’ safety and welfare, and ultimately, to find the winner.
The winner will be invited to take his place within the UK team for the
international competitions. The international competition, The International
Federation of Dachdeckerhandwerks (IFD) now takes place every two years
and we have one of the best mentors in the world. Fact.
Bob Coutts (known to the Skillbuild team as ‘Grand Master’ Bob) first came to
the attention of the NFRC back in 2000, when one of his students won the
national competition showing extraordinary skills. Bob, now retired after 41
years as a lecturer for Edinburgh College, has been the Chief Mentor of the
UK Team ever since.

Jordan Lane and Jake Heath at Bucharest, Romania in the 2014 competition.

After 25 competitions, the UK is in fourth place in order of winning most
medals. We’re just behind the Swiss, Germans and Austrians. Hot on our
heels are the Hungarians, followed by Belgium, Poland, Russia and the
Netherlands. Following them are Ireland, Slovakia, Slovenia, the Czech
Republic, Latvia and Luxemburg.

Contenders at the International Federation of Dachdeckerhandwerks (IFD) 2012, in
Lucerne, Switzerland, in the waterproofing competition.

Now, considering that the international competition pieces are set to
European standards, fourth is a fantastic result. Told you Bob was world
class!
Grand Master Bob’s experience of European styles and techniques is
invaluable as he prepares our UK team. This year’s Slating and Tiling
team are going to Warsaw, Poland in October and is made up of the
Skillbuild winner from two years ago - Connor Martin from Cornwall, and
last year’s winner - Donal Harkin from Northern Ireland. This is how it
works – Conner has already competed in IFD as the ‘junior’ team member
back in 2014, but stays in place to compete again, this time as the
‘senior’ team member, now having the relative experience. Donal joins
him this year as the junior, but will then stay on as senior for 2018, and
so on. This way we always have an experienced team leader who gives
stability and grounding. I’ve had the pleasure of judging both Connor and
Donal in competition and I have high hopes of them achieving a medal.
Both are without doubt excellent tradesmen, who not only have the skills,
but have the aptitude for competition: they are cool, calm and collected –
and of course we have Bob in charge.
I’m not going to cry of an un-level playing field, but it’s a lot easier for the
other countries teams to get around Europe with their dedicated
competition vehicles, all equipped with work benches etc.. So far we’ve
had to fly in all tools and equipment, which therefore limits us - you
could say disadvantages us.

2012, Lucerne, Switzerland - Matt Timby and Stephen Harkin at the end of day two.
Matt won twice in the 2016 Roofing Awards, as Timby Roofing.

I wonder if there are any sponsors out there who would like to support our
team with a vehicle to travel to Europe for a week, once every two years –
I’d volunteer to drive it. Come on Wienerberger, lend me Tim and his van
for a week! Come on SIG, this would be an ideal opportunity for you to get
involved!
The UK’s waterproofing team are mentored by the highly talented Gary
Walpole. Gary 58, is the Single Ply Roofing Associations (SPRA) training
manager who took on his IFD Role in 2012. The competition involves three
disciplines: reinforced bitumen membranes, single ply membranes and
liquid waterproofing. The team this year is Jordan Lane from Lane Roofing
and Ben Revitt from Briggs Amasco, two exceptionally talented roofers.
The team are awaiting this year’s specification so that they can build a
mock rig and organise the training sessions in preparation for the 3-day
event.
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TREMCO MMA System Fast-Tracks Guernsey Car Park Refurb

12

Sika Launches Innovative Online Sustainability Hub for Specifiers
Architects, contractors and clients are set to save time
and
hassle
with
Sika’s
Sustainability
Hub,
sarnafil.co.uk/hub, a new website packed with tools for
specifying projects with a sustainability requirement.
Sika’s Sustainability Hub is an all-in-one portal that
contains information on Life Cycle Assessments (LCA’s), a
standardised method used to evaluate the environmental
impacts associated with all the stages of a Sika product's
life. Sika can offer specific LCA evaluations for individual
projects along with information on BRE green guide
ratings and Environmental Product Datasheets. Users can request general sustainability packs or
specific packs for green building certification schemes including BREEAM and LEED, which saves
time and outlines the extra points available by specifying a Sika roofing system. Martin Bidewell,
Technical Manager at Sika Roofing, explains the benefits: “There is often a lot of confusion
surrounding sustainability and working out whether products meet certain targets can be a very
time consuming process. Our aim with the hub is to make things simpler, with well laid out tools
that take the hassle out of having to compile this information from multiple sources. For more
information
call
01707
394444,
email
sarnafilroofing@uk.sika.com
or
visit
http://gbr.sarnafil.sika.com.
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UK Construction Week Secures
More Top Names

With the return of UK Construction Week just
around the corner, more and more industry
leaders continue to sign up to exhibit at this
year’s event, which will be held at the
Birmingham NEC on 18 – 20 October. One of
the most reputable names exhibiting this year
is JCB, showcasing its products at the Build
Show. Joining JCB will be the UK’s largest
multi-channel supplier of trade tools Screwfix.
JCB’s Nicola Bagworth, said “We are looking
forward to exhibiting at the Build Show. It’s a
platform to show what our innovative products
offer the industry.” The Civils Expo will see one
of the worlds top civil engineering companies
CEMEX exhibit, as well as Johnson Tiles and
timber provider Vandecasteele at this year’s
Timber Expo. Exhibiting at HVAC 2016 will be
Kingspan Insulation, a global leader in high
performance insulation, building fabric, and
solar integrated building envelopes. The
company said “UK Construction Week is an
important date in our diary as it gives us a
chance to meet people who use our products
and is an opportunity to forge new business
partnerships.”
Richard Morey, Group Events Director at
Media 10, commented: “This year’s event is
set to be our best to date and we’re delighted
to be able to announce so many big names”.
Visit www.ukconstructionweek.com.
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COPTRZ™ Launch: Changing the Face of
Construction with Drones

Ecotherm at the Double

TREMCO’s MMA Rapid Cure Flexible Deck Waterproofing System
has enabled specialist installer, Thelwell Flooring, to complete a
challenging car-park refurbishment project on the Channel Island of
Guernsey. The Trafalgar Court multi-storey car-park in St Peter Port
was built only 12 years ago, but its original top deck waterproofing
system had deteriorated. “The tenant had already used the TREMCO
system on a property in Scotland,” explains Graham Hollingsworth,
MD of architect and surveyors, Brittain Hadley Partnership, who
manageed the refurbishment.The split-level roof presented a
multitude of difficult details, with penetrations within drainage
gulleys and upstand flashings to accommodate. An added frustration was unseasonably wet weather
during the summer project. “Time was a major factor as the car-park had to be closed during the
work,” says Graham Hollingsworth. “The weather threatened to delay completion,” he adds. Despite
these challenges, Thelwell Flooring completed the installation and handed the project over before
the autumn weather closed in. “They did a really good job in difficult circumstances,” comments
Graham. “The product itself is excellent and the finished result looks great.” TREMCO’s rapid-curing
methyl methacrylate (MMA) formulation is invaluable in projects like the Trafalgar Court car park
where speedy completion is required under difficult environmental conditions. For further
information on tremco illbruck, visit www.tremco-illbruck.co.uk.
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A range of new buildings featuring EcoTherm
Eco-Versal in both roof and wall applications
have been constructed at the Duke of York’s
Royal Military School established in 1803. After
becoming an Academy in 2010, the Royal
Military School expanded entry to civilian
families for the first time. In order to provide an
additional 250 student spaces, new teaching
and junior boarding blocks were constructed
with a pitched roof design. To insulate the roofs
Charles Bates Roofing Ltd installed EcoTherm
Eco-Versal. Fitted between and over the roof
battens, Eco-Versal provided a lightweight
insulation solution which was easy to handle
and could be cut to fit simply and quickly with a
hand saw or sharp knife. Faced with aluminium
foil composite, EcoTherm Eco-Versal is a
versatile rigid insulation board and can also be
used on floors, walls, dormer cheeks and
ceilings. With a thermal conductivity of 0.022
W/mK, the product helped to reduce the buildup thickness required to achieve a compliant Uvalue. EcoTherm Eco-Versal also helped
contribute towards the building’s interim
BREEAM rating of ‘Very Good’ with a BRE Green
Guide generic PIR insulation rating of A. For
further information call 01702 520166, email:
technical@ecotherm.co.uk,
or
visit
www.ecotherm.co.uk/.
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New Façadeshield UV Protects Building Fabric
The A. Proctor Group which is
renowned for providing highquality, innovative solutions for
the construction industry is
launching a new membrane,
Façadeshield UV, which is
designed specifically to protect
the building fabric behind open
jointed rainscreen cladding.
Architects, developers and
contractors can be reassured
that
the
application
of
Façadeshield UV will ensure that the building fabric maintains good water resistance and
breathability behind open jointed cladding. Façadeshield UV is a non-woven breathable membrane
that combines exceptional water resistance and UV resistance with the aesthetically pleasing dark
colour to provide a “shadow”appearance within open jointed rainscreen façades. Façadeshield UV
enhances the air tightness of the building, whilst reducing the risk of condensation due to its’ high
vapour permeability. For more information and case studies email contact@proctorgroup.com or
call 01250 872261 or visit www.proctorgroup.com.
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Sundolitt XPS – Waterproof, Load-Bearing ECO Insulation for
Prestigious New Edinburgh Development Roof
Sundolitt XPS 300 (extruded polystyrene) forms the core of a waterproof,
load-bearing, high insulation roof system at South St Andrew Square - a
prestigious £75 million, 190,000 sq ft mixed office, retail and residential
scheme in the heart of Edinburgh’s historic ‘New Town’ area. Bryan Mawer,
sales manager for Sundolitt XPS, explains that the cost-effective material is
designed for inverted roofing applications alongside its established use in
flooring where its load-bearing and high thermal performance are critical:
“We are proud to play a part in this exceptional architectural statement in a
prestigious location in Edinburgh. XPS ticks all the boxes for this kind of
roofing installation – it’s a lightweight product , yet provides a high strength
solution which is very easily transported to site where it can be used as a siteready, weather resistant insulant”. Sundolitt XPS is manufactured in a wide
range of thicknesses and sheet sizes, with thermal conductivity of 0.033 – 0.037 W/mK (EN 13164).
According to the type of use, it achieves outstanding compression resistance from 200 – 700 kPa
(EN826) and offers exceptionally low moisture absorption. It is available ex stock from Sundolitt in
the UK in square or shiplap edge. Sundolitt’s UK expert team can help and advise on the most
appropriate XPS specification for their needs. Call 01786 471 586.
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Lighting Up Leisure

From
aerial
surveys
for
topographical maps to high
structure inspections, drones are
the multi-tasking workhorse of any
construction project. Unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs) deliver highly
detailed information never before
possible across a range of
construction projects. COPTRZ™ is
a brand new company full of drone
enthusiasts. It's their passion to make sure everyone has access to the
wonders of drones - they're such useful tools! "Drones have so many
uses for construction projects, from high quality live video feeds for
inspections on tall or dangerous structures, to producing detailed land
analysis for project planning. They can even keep stakeholders happy as
clear visual site progress reports are easy to produce," says Steve
Coulson, Founder of COPTRZ™. The multiple uses of UAVs mean anyone
using them will easily save money on their construction project. Drones
can reduce the number of staff required for hazardous inspections, and
help identify potential problems well before they would normally be
spotted thanks to the affordability of regular inspections and surveys.
COPTRZ™ can help architects and site managers choose a bespoke
drone and training package, or match them with our hand-picked
partners to carry out surveys on their behalf.” Email info@coptrz.com,
or visit www.coptrz.com.
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IKO Polymeric Invests to Increase Production Capacity
IKO Polymeric has installed a
new
state-of-the-art
equipment at its Clay Cross
factory in Derbyshire to refine
the
whole
production
process. The new machinery
will increase efficiency deliver
impressive quality control
and enhanced packaging for
its Armourplan PVC and
Spectraplan TPE single ply
membranes. IKO Polymeric’s MD, Anthony Carlyle, comments: “This
latest investment allows us to double capacity to reinforce our leading
position in the UK market. Almost every aspect of our production
process has been improved, from raw material processing right through
to the labelling, allowing us to meet the demands of both the UK and our
growing export market – while ensuring that customers get the first-class
quality and service expected from IKO Polymeric.” The new equipment
has a ‘Vision’ system which uses 8 cameras to monitor the consistency
of the membrane, precisely identifying any imperfections and
inconsistencies. Anthony continues: “With this new machinery, IKO
Polymeric enhances quality control to the highest level. Refined
processing will further reduce our already low waste levels, and the new
winding and packaging facility will simplify and accelerate the finishing
process and minimise energy use.” For more information call 01257
488000 or visit www.ikopolymeric.com.
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The new swimming pool at
Immingham showcases some of
the best examples of how the
Kalwall® translucent daylighting
system is used for leisure and
sport activities. The £1.45m
transformation and creation of
this
stunning
facility
was
designed
by
ENGIE
Architectural Consultancy and
includes Kalwall cladding for all the walls in the new fitness suite and
exercise studio. Specifying high performance Kalwall creates a unique
effect for both the interior and exterior. Internally, rooms are bathed with
diffused natural daylight, while offering privacy. Externally, the elevations
appear crisp, simple and inviting. When illuminated at night Kalwall will
glow softly presenting a striking external appearance. Unlike conventional
glazing, highly insulating Kalwall eliminates shadows and glare and the
stark contrasts of light and shade. The system also enhances simplicity
by eliminating the need for blinds, curtains or solar control. The even
distribution and deep penetration of light through Kalwall means less
artificial lighting is needed thereby reducing energy costs. Kalwall is
distributed by Structura UK, a leading supplier, fabricator and installer of
glass curtain walling, rainscreens, glass atria, windows and other
architectural glass building products. Case studies and technical
information are available from Structura UK Ltd, tel 01233 501 504 or
visit www.structura-uk.com/kalwall.
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Pasquill Supplies Glulam and I-Joists for First
‘Multi-Comfort’ Concept Building in UK
Pasquill, part of the Saint-Gobain
Group, has provided Glulam and
engineered timber I-joists as part of
the first project in the UK to be built
to ‘Multi-Comfort’ standards. The
Multi-Comfort building concept,
launched in the UK at EcoBuild last
year, takes a holistic design and
construction approach to achieve
efficient, comfortable buildings that
have a positive impact on the health
and wellbeing of users. Associated Architects and building contractor
Speller Metcalfe, took the Multi-Comfort approach on a £1.2m multipurpose sports and drama hall for a Worcestershire independent school.
The JJI-joists and Glulam supplied by Pasquill are being used in the form
of eight curved portal frames as the main structure of the building,
together with associated straight and cambered beams. The engineered
timber JJI-joists are forming stud walls, and more JJI-joists were used in
the roof. JJI-joists were used to create the wall depth required for the
insulation, and all of the products will help the building to achieve both
Passivhaus and Multi-Comfort standards. Data will be collected during
the building’s operation, which should prove useful in demonstrating the
differences that teachers and children will experience within the MultiComfort
building.”
More
details
are
on
the
website
www.multicomfort.co.uk/school-build.
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Recticel Insulation Launches a Self-Supporting
Roof System

Alumasc’s Euroroof rises to the challenge for
Hovis' Bradford factory

A next-generation, self-supporting,
room-in-a-roof system for pitched
roofs has been launched by leading
PIR manufacturer Recticel Insulation.
The innovative new product, LMents®, comprises cable gap,
breather membrane, counter battens
and integral structural timber in one
PIR insulation panel as a single
lightweight cost-effective modular
roofing element, making it exceptionally quick and easy to install. The
underlay felt is pre-glued and vapour permeable with self-adhesive
overlaps, the counter battens are already fixed to the panel, the multilayered facings act as a vapour and air barrier on the inside, the PIR
insulation core performs thermally to 0.023 W/mK, and the timber
stiffeners incorporated within the PIR core provide sufficient strength for
self-support. The future-proof system has been designed for ultimate
thermal performance, with U-values of 0.13-0.19, as well as fast
installation and reduced construction costs, with maximum savings on
space and energy usage. Using L-Ments® in conjunction with Recticel’s
full-fill cavity wall insulation Eurowall + and high performance floor
insulation Eurothane GP provides specifiers and contractors with a
holistic building solution for the complete building envelope that
showcases a fabric first approach to construction as well as Modern
Methods of Construction via the use of fewer materials and speedier
installation.
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Alumasc’s Euroroof waterproofing
system has been installed on the
3,200m2 roof at Hovis’ prestigious
bread-baking factory in the heart
of Bradford, protecting this iconic
building against water ingress
and helping maintain the viability
of bread production at the site in
Gain Lane, Bradford. Alumasc
and their Leeds-based contractor
Mitie Roofing were chosen to
design, supply and install a complete new roof waterproofing system
without impacting the working of this busy food-production facility. The
first task was to take off the old mineral-surfaced roof waterproofing
system and prepare the existing roof deck. Mitie Roofing then laid a
Euroroof vapour barrier to provide immediate protection for this fully
operational factory, and replaced the original skylights with Naturalight
Barrel Vault roof lights, so that production could be maintained without
interruption. Next, a fully engineered Alumasc PIR thermal insulation
scheme was laid, before the Euroroof Rapid waterproofing system was
torch-applied. Hovis Group’s Graham Thomas said: “Thanks to Alumasc
and Mitie Roofing, we now have a high-quality roof waterproofing system
protecting our iconic bread-baking factory”. Following the successful
installation Alumasc’s waterproofing system is now being rolled out at
other Hovis buildings. Further details can be found at
www.alumascroofing.co.uk or by calling 0333 5771 500.
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SPV Awarded Family Business of the Year at The
Express and Star Awards

Fall Arrest Cushions Accredited for 3.1m Working
Height

SPV Group, the Walsall
based refurbishment
specialists,
has
recently been Awarded
2016 Winner of Family
Business of the Year at
The Express and Star
Business Awards. The
firm also received a
special commendation
in the category of Community Champions. The event, one of the
highlights of the West Midlands' business calendar shined a spotlight on
the businesses that represent the whole range of commercial activity
across the Midlands region. The judges said of the SPV Group,
“Employing multiple members of other families, as well as their own, the
owners have created a family feel across all departments”. Director, Kate
Whatley said the achievement is a great accomplishment for the whole
business: “We are delighted to be recognised as Family Business of the
Year and furthermore recognised for our work within the local
community. The awards were an inspirational evening recognising some
fantastic local businesses. "We would like to thank everyone within the
business for all their continued commitment to the company and hard
work, as well as our valued clients and supply chain for making this
possible”.
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The market leading ImpactBull fall arrest system has just
been upgraded to cater for
the increased working at
height demands in the
housebuilding industry and
has passed the British PAS
59:2014
accreditation.
Designed to protect against
falls inside a building under
construction, the Impact-Bull
fall arrest system protects
roofers and other trades whilst working on scaffold, joists or trusses. They
can be used in brick built properties, concrete structures, and unlike some
others, timber frame developments too. Impact-Bull fall arrest cushions
are filled with ‘sealed for life’ air pockets and are connected together easily
by an adjustable interlocking mechanism which allows installation flexibility.
The cushions are extremely lightweight and durable and are virtually
unaffected by weather conditions especially rain, as they do not absorb
water. With builders now working at higher levels, Bull Products has retested the cushions so that they can be used up to a working height of
3.1metres above floor level and conform to British PAS59: 2014 for filled
corrective fall arrest systems.Call Bull Products on 01432 371170, email
info@bullproducts.co.uk or visit www.bullproducts.co.uk.

Cembrit B5 the Altenative to Old Asbestos Roofs

Calling All Workers in the Building Sector

Located at the heart of the
Gorsgoch,
a
village
near
Lampeter in the county of
Ceredigion, Wales, the village
hall required a refurbishment.
The roof’s narrow asbestos
cement corrugated sheet needed
to be replaced with a durable
and attractive looking roof. Huw
Davies from Pensaer HD
Architect specified Cembrit’s B5 corrugated sheet. The durable and low
maintenance credentials of Cembrit’s B5 corrugated sheet made it ideal
for use on this project,” comments Huw. “Cembrit’s robust onsite
service options and the technical support representatives were of great
use on this project. The team were extremely helpful, assisting me with
all of my enquiries. This has helped to make the project a success.”
Natural grey, coated B5 corrugated sheets have provided a spectacular
finish that blends in well with the countryside setting. Local contractor,
Jeff Thomas installed a Plain Wing Angle Ridge to provide sufficient
ventilation. The rust and rot free B5 Corrugated Sheet is the perfect
solution for single-story buildings, such as stables and garages. B5 is
available in 14 different lengths ranging from 4' to 10' 6" and the sheets
are approximately 40% wider than traditional 3" profile allowing for more
coverage per sheet. It also offers superior water-shedding capacity due
to the profile of its corrugations.
For further information, visit www.cembrit.co.uk.
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Do you work in the building sector?
Would you like to win £250,000, a
car, a motorbike, a boat and a whole
lot of other goodies? Then the UK
Worker of the Year competition is
just what you are looking for. Now in
its seventh year, the competition,
organised by Dickies in association
with ASDA and HONDA UK, is
offering a range of amazing prizes.
In addition to the whopping
£250,000, there is a Honda Jazz
car, a Honda Crosstourer 1200cc
motorbike, a Honda Marine Rib
boat, a year’s free shopping at ASDA, and a luxury holiday. There are
more prizes available to our finalists, and spot prizes along the way. The
competition is founded on the same principles as the Dickies work wear
brand: excellence, professionalism and longevity. With a wide range of
products suitable for builders, Dickies knows what matters to you when
performing tough jobs. Your personal protective clothing and equipment
should only be of the highest quality, which is guaranteed in the extensive
Dickies range. It’s easy to enter UK Worker of the Year 2016, simply go to
www.ukworkeroftheyear.com. You can also find out more by visiting the UK
Worker of the Year Facebook page www.facebook.com/ukworkeroftheyear
or @workeroftheyear

A.Proctor Group Timber Cladding Enhances
Premier Aberdeen Office Development

A New Veranda Roof

43

Canjaere timber cladding from the A.
Proctor Group has been supplied for an
impressive office development, which is
being promoted as Aberdeen’s premier
business location. Just three miles from
Aberdeen city centre, and with excellent
links to the city’s transport network,
developer, Balmoral Group, has provided
40,000 sq. ft. of prime office space on a
business park overlooking Loirston Loch.
The finished building was even
nominated as a finalist in Architectural Excellence Awards of this year’s
Scottish Property Awards. Canjaere Classic Timber Cladding in the
golden natural colourway, Tongue and Groove finish was specified by
architects, Halliday Fraser Munro, and installed by contractor, Robertson
Construction Group. The timber is treated with a unique process, which
improves its performance, and protects the wood against moisture and
preserves the finished look, backed by a 30-year maintenance warranty
against rot and decay. Canjaere Classic comes in a range of natural
colour finishes, and combined with its high performance properties, and
the accompanying 30 year warranty, provides the architect, developer
and client with total confidence in the longevity of the product. Canjaere
is available in a range of profile finishes, and a selection of colour
matched trims and accessories to suit. Visit www.proctorgroup.com,
email contact@proctorgroup.com or call +44 (0) 1250 872261.
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When faced with refurbishing
the roof of a farmhouse
veranda the P280 structural
glazing bar from Birchwood
Trading was the perfect
product for what transpired to
be a fabulous transformation.
The original veranda, thought
to be at least 60 years old,
consisted
of
a
wooden
structure mounted on a
complex trellis at the front and
secured to wooden wall plates
running along the front of the house. The old roof was part tiled and part
acrylic corrugated translucent sheets which had weathered and were in
poor state of repair. The original intention was to replace only the acrylic
section of the roof, but on further examination the roof structure in this
area was found to be in danger of disintegrating. The decision was made
to glaze the entire roof using the P280 structural glazing bar glazed with
6mm toughened glass. Using comprehensive installation instructions all
21 sheets of glass were satisfactorily installed by the owners of the
farmhouse. Natural daylight now flows through the glazing and the
finished veranda perfectly complements and adds much needed
brightness to the traditional farmhouse exterior. For more information on
Birchwood
Trading
call
01925
826314,
email
enquiries@birchwoodtrading.co.uk or visit www.birchwoodtrading.co.uk.
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#SterlingShots Competition
First Winner Announced

Norbord has announced the first winner of its
SterlingOSB #SterlingShots social media
competition. Ben Roberts of BJR Building
Services (www.bjr-building-services.co.uk) won
£100 worth of Love2Shop vouchers after he
entered the #SterlingShots competition by
sending in a photograph of SterlingOSB in
action to Twitter (@Sterling_OSB). Members of
the public can enter the competition by simply
sending a photograph of any SterlingOSB they
spot being used to the SterlingOSB Twitter or
Facebook pages, and using the hashtag
#SterlingShots. The competition runs through
the summer, with a winner being announced at
the end of each month. Mr Roberts’
photograph was of his own project using
SterlingOSB for a stable conversion. He
regularly uses the product for lining stables
and dog kennels. “We used 30 sheets of
SterlingOSB for this stable conversion on the
floors, walls and ceilings. It’s a great product
that is easy to work with, can be painted if
necessary and holds up well if it comes into
contact with water. We use it all the time at
BJR Building services.” he comments. Norbord
is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of
engineered wood-based panel products. All
products are FSC-certified and used extensively
in construction. For further information, call
01786 812 921 or visit www.norbord.co.uk.
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IKO plc Wins UK Roofing Award for Westminster Cathedral
IKO plc has won the UK Roofing Award for Best Mastic
Asphalt/Hot-Melt project for its work on Westminster Cathedral
with Knight Asphalte. The Cathedral is the Mother Church of
the Catholic Church in England and Wales, the seat of the
Archbishop of Westminster. As a Grade 1 listed, high-profile
iconic building, IKO’s and its partner contractors’ experience
in working on historical buildings was carefully examined by St
Ann’s Gate Architects. This was confirmed through IKO’s
involvement with St Paul’s Cathedral and Canterbury Cathedral.
The Westminster project involved replacing 600-700sqft of the existing asphalt with IKO Permaphalt,
a polymer modified mastic asphalt. A particular challenge was working around the historic roof’s
spectacular slopes and numerous curves - originally built in the late 1800s in the Byzantine style. It
required outstanding workmanship and craftsmanship to complete it, with the material hand-laid on
the exposed roof while the building was in constant use. “The Roofing Awards showcase some of the
most intricate and challenging roofing projects from across the country; we are delighted to win Westminster Cathedral is a fantastic example of what can be achieved,” comments Marcus Lee, Sales
Director of IKO’s Specification Division. IKO was also shortlisted for the British Museum (with Briggs
Amasco) and Guildhall Southampton (with Survey Roofing). For more information visit
Enquiry 34
www.ikogroup.co.uk/Case-Studies/Westminster-Cathedral,-London/.

Double Success for Bauder at National Roofing Awards
Flat
roofing
specialist
Bauder was recognised at
this year’s UK Roofing
Awards, winning two awards
for its work on Byker Wall in
Newcastle
and
ROM’s
manufacturing facility in Sheffield. Bauder’s first win came for its photovoltaic (PV) installation at the
landmark, Grade II listed Byker Wall estate, which won the ‘Solar on Roofs’ category. Part of the £26m
refurbishment works included converting the pitched metal roof back to its original flat roof status and
replacing the waterproofing with Bauder’s high quality reinforced bitumen system, which was expertly
installed by Hodgson Sayers. 132 state-of-the-art PV modules were then fitted enabling Byker Wall to
generate at least 39.6 megawatt-hours of solar power each year. Following on from this success, ROM
Ltd was then chosen as the winning project for the ‘Reinforced Bitumen Membranes’ category. The
phased factory roof refurbishment involved installing over 9,250m2 of Bauder’s premium bituminous
system, BTRS, which was installed by Mitie Tilley Roofing. All remedial work was completed on time
and to budget, much to the delight of the client. Bauder’s MD, Andrew Mackenzie, said: “Bauder is
always delighted to be recognised by the Roofing Awards, which serve as an industry benchmark for
quality and best practice.”
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Marley Alutec Project on Course for National Award
A collaboration between independent North East
builder, T C Developments and leading aluminium
rainwater and eaves systems manufacturer, Marley
Alutec, has resulted in The Rookery housing project
being nominated for a Local Authority Building
Control (LABC) award. The Rookery, a complex of
three executive apartments in Stockton-on-Tees,
incorporates Marley Alutec’s Evoke fascia and soffit
system and Flush-fit square downpipes, all in RAL
7015 slate grey colour as a fundamental aspect of
its roofing design. Working as both the product
manufacturer and technical adviser for the system
design, Marley Alutec helped the developers
showcase good project teamwork, a key part of the
awards’ judging criteria. Tony Cuthbert, Director at T C Developments, commented: “We made a
great decision working with Marley Alutec when developing The Rookery. As an independent
developer it is essential the products I use are both easy to install and durable. This is exactly what
I found the Evoke range to be; it was one of the easiest fascia and soffit systems I’ve ever installed.
For more information about Marley Alutec visit: www.marleyalutec.co.uk.
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Jet Cox Shedding Light at Lidl Distribution Centres
Continuous Barrel Vault rooflight systems from Jet Cox
have been chosen for three new distribution centres
belonging to one of Europe’s leading retailers. Lidl are
growing fast in the UK with new centres in Southampton,
Newton Aycliffe and Wednesbury – all of which have
utilised continuous barrel vault rooflights from Jet Cox. Jet
Cox and Jet Group, are a regular partner Rooflight supplier
with Lidl, installing its full range of systems on facilities
across the whole of Europe. A continuous Polycarbonate
Barrel Vaults were installed at the Southampton facility,
incorporating a Polycarbonate Sprinkler Ceiling. 2000m of Barrel Vaults were installed across the
entire roofscape, in accordance with Lidl’s light and fire performance criteria. Jet Cox’s extensive
manufacturing capabilities enabled the system to be supplied in three weeks following sign-off of the
final design. The installation was carried out by Jet Cox’s experienced European and UK teams who
worked closely alongside the sprinkler system designer to ensure correct positioning of the integral
sprinkler ceiling, and also with the roofing contractor to overcome logistical challenges posed by the
winter weather. A similar system has been installed at Newton Aycliffe with an integral safety system
and also at Wednesbury where the installation includes Jet Cox upstand kerbs. For more information
call 0121 530 4230 or visit www.jet-cox.co.uk.
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Stirling Lloyd’s Integritank
Waterproofing Chosen for
Priority Schools Building
Programme

Stirling Lloyd’s Integritank system has been
used for the roof waterproofing for the North
West phase of the Priority Schools Building
Programme - a nationwide government
initiative to improve schools that are in urgent
need of repair. The first phase of structural
protection works was completed in March
2016, benefitting 7 schools and around 4,000
school children. Authorised Contractor
VolkerLaser applied the system – applying
between 1,000 and 2,000m2 of Integritank at
each school directly to a zero falls flat concrete
deck; Stirling Lloyd’s Integritank was selected
largely due to the significant time savings that
could be made. Integritank can be applied on
7-day old concrete and its fast curing time,
curing in 30-35 minutes – was a major factor in
the waterproofing work being completed on
time and enabling other trades to rapidly
access the roof to undertake their phase of the
work. The use of this cold, spray-applied
membrane also improved on-site health and
safety with the added benefit of speedy
application. The use of Integritank as the
waterproofing system meant that the schools
were effectively, efficiently and quickly
waterproofed. In fact the use of Integritank
saved three weeks of programme time at each
of the seven sites.
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Rising Stars Applaud Norbord’s Apprenticeship Programme
Norbord has been praised for offering a well-rounded engineering
apprenticeship programme that enables students to develop their
skills and qualifications while being employed. The wood panel
manufacturer has forged strong relationships with MetTech and
Falkirk College to offer the trainees a programme that best suits their
needs. The apprentices begin with a 26-week period at MetTech in
Grangemouth where they learn how to use basic hand tools and safety
skills before they start on site. The students then attend Falkirk
College one day a week to complete a National Certificate in
mechanical or electrical engineering before going on the gaining their
HNC in third and fourth year. Throughout the four years, each
apprentice is appointed an experienced tradesperson buddy on site to
learn the plant layout and safety rules. This stage is followed by small
supervised tasks before they are left alone to complete jobs. Scott McGuinness, head of programme,
said: “At Norbord we have taken the time to listen to what our apprentices need from our
programme in order to develop and become confident within the workplace. “We’ve developed a
robust safety programme across all of our plant and it is imperative that all of our apprentices are
familiar with these procedures before coming to work on site. For further information,
Enquiry 59
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Wraptite-SA Protects Historic Tokyo Church
Wraptite-SA airtight membrane has demonstrated its
outstanding flexibility to offer high performance protection to
the building envelope, in the restoration of a historic church
building, which was damaged by the giant earthquake, which hit
Japan in 2011. Almost 100 years ago, the famous American
architect, the late William Merrell Vories, designed the Tokyo
Wakaba Christ Church. In a bid to restore this historic piece of
architecture, architect Kikumi Kusumoto was commissioned.
The arched windows are a key feature of the church, and
presented a challenge when specifying a suitable water resistant membrane, which was flexible, yet
resilient to resist punctures and tears, and provide high performance protection for the building. Mr
Kusumoto selected Wraptite-SA, a self-adhering, airtight, yet vapor permeable barrier, which is fully
water resistant and was applied externally to the walls, and the windows. The self-adhesive benefits
of Wraptite-SA removed any risk of failure through mechanical fixing and complemented WraptiteSA in dealing with the more intricate detailing and penetrations. The use of Wraptite-SA in the
building envelope provides a significant contribution to a building’s thermal performance by
preventing lateral air movement. It also provides high vapor permeability, avoiding any interstitial
condensation problems. Call Proctor Group on 01250 872261, email contact@proctorgroup.com or
visit www.proctorgroup.com/air-barriers.
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The service and technology companies
SUNCYCLE and PADCON are now offering a
joint all-in-one service package which detects
and eliminates potential induced degradation
(PID). PID occurs most commonly in
crystalline photovoltaic modules and can lead
to output losses, and therefore yield losses, of
up to 90%. Dr Mischa Paterna, MD of
SUNCYCLE said “Our cooperation benefits
operators who suspect that their installations
are affected by PID by offering them a onestop-shop solution. To start with, SUNCYCLE
performs a precise analysis of the installation
without the modules needing to be
dismounted.” If the analysis confirms the
suspicion of PID, PADCON Float Controllers
are installed to regenerate the modules
affected. They are anti-PID boxes, also known
as offset boxes, which are connected in parallel
to the installation near the inverter. Whilst the
inverter is inactive, these ‘PID killers’ raise the
PV field to a high voltage, which regenerates
the degraded module. This way, even seriously
degraded modules often reach 90% of the
original output again after 4-5 weeks.
Recognizing the PID effect as early as possible
not only avoids yield losses, but maximizes the
probability of being able to fully repair the
affected modules. Visit www.suncycle.de for
more information.
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New MSA Latchways® Mini PFL is a Double Winner

Historic Mill Stylishly
Converted with Aurora Roof
Windows

Situated in the heart of Helmshore village, two
historical buildings - The Power Mill and The
Loom - are being granted a new lease of life with
a 42 apartment redevelopment. Preserving the
external appearance, while allowing enough
natural light in to comply with the
recommended lux levels is always one of the
main challenges in conversion projects. But
Cheshire-based developer, Molloy Hale, has
found an easy, elegant, and inexpensive way to
introduce plenty of daylight with the Aurora
Roof Windows from LB Supplies. Molloy Hale
director, Siobhan Molloy, said: “We normally
install Velux, but we wanted a more cost
effective solution for this project, without
compromising on quality and performance.
After doing our research, we came across the
Aurora Roof Window and ordered a sample
online, from LB Supplies. “We thought it was a
brilliant product, and amazing value for money
– we have now installed over 80 Aurora Roof
Windows in our mill conversion project. They
have made a tremendous difference, with our
one, two and three-bed apartments now
benefitting from optimum levels of daylight,
thanks to our first-rate roof windows,” added
Siobhan. For more information call LB Roof
Windows on 01623 624500 or visit
www.lbroofwindows.co.uk.
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Alu Roofing Becomes Exclusive UK Dealer of
Lomanco Ventilation Turbines

PADCON and SUNCYCLE
Hand in Hand Against PID

The first fall protection product bringing together the global reach of
MSA Safety and the engineering innovation of recent acquisition
Latchways, now the world’s premier fall protection product range,
has won two international awards. The MSA Latchways Mini Personal
Fall Limiter (PFL) is smaller and lighter than its predecessor and
offers a combination of innovative engineering, extraordinary
materials and the latest design techniques. PFLs work in a similar
manner to a seat belt, permitting normal movement to facilitate work
but in the event of a sudden fall, the mechanism locks preventing any
further movement. With the Mini PFL, users from 60-140 kg,
including tools are accommodated. The MSA Latchways Mini PFL
weighs only one kilogramme when fitted with a double locking snap
hook, and is 1.8 m in length. Suitable for use in close anchorage
applications such as building and maintenance, or where working
space is limited, the highly durable see-through polycarbonate case
protects the Mini PFL’s internal components from any impact
damage and the energy absorber is completely sealed from external
contaminants, making it an ideal choice for the construction and roofing sectors.
For further information visit www.latchways.com/mini-pfl.
Enquiry 51

Dow Sets New Standard in XPS Roofing Insulation with Green
Guide Rating A+ for XENERGYTM SL
Dow has become the first company to attain a coveted Green
Guide Rating A+ by BRE Global for its extruded polystyrene
(XPS) roofing insulation product XENERGY™ SL. This
certification further supports the performance credentials of
the Dow Building Solutions product, launched last year,
making it the only XPS to achieve this internationally
recognised certificate. BRE Global is the international provider
of BREEAM, the world’s first sustainability assessment method
for buildings, which takes into account all materials used in
the building and its performance during the building life cycle.
XENERGYTM SL will help projects achieve improved BREEAM
ratings due to its high performance, as recognised by its
attainment of the Green Guide Rating A+. XENERGYTM SL is a flame-retarded, XPS roof insulation
product, which achieves significantly improved lambda insulation performance delivering a Global
Warming Potential (GWP) of less than five. It is designed to offer highly moisture-resistant flat roof
insulation at reduced thicknesses and is manufactured at Dow’s production facility in King’s Lynn,
Norfolk. For more details on stockists of XENERGYTM SL visit www.styrofoam.co.uk.

Enquiry 63

Alu Roofing has become the
exclusive UK dealer of Lomanco
Turbines and accessories. All
Lomanco products come with
lifetime
warranty.
Lomanco
Turbines offer all the essentials
for energy savings and ecological
and sustainble building with
100% rust-free all- aluminium
construction and permanently lubricated upper and lower ball bearings
that ensure long life and no maintenance. Installation of Lomanco
Turbines ensures proper ventilation throughout the year and regular
exchange of air and reduces energy bills. The turbines remove unwanted
moisture from the roof deck and significantly extend its life. Lomanco
Turbines effectively ventilate attics, stores, production plants and
ventilation shafts of all kind of buildings. Alu Roofing also supplies Darco
chimney cowls. Darco are renowned for manufacturing rotary chimney
cowls used to improve draught in ventilation ducts and self-adjusting
chimney cowls that can be used for flue/smoke ducts. Alu Roofing‘s
product range also includes lightweight aluminum and galvanized steel
roofing made of coated metal sheets, including accessories, roof flashing
products, rainwater system and fasteners, and coils and sheets (noncoated and coated). For more information on Alu Roofing´s range of
roofing and ventilation solutions visit www.aluroofing.co.uk or
call 01225 302010.
Enquiry 76

Impressive Center Parcs Roof Refurb Completed
with Zero Guest Disruption
With capacity for almost 4000 guests
and 96% occupancy, keeping the
central area of Center Parcs Longleat
Forest open was key to the
refurbishment of its impressive
Subtropical Swimming Paradise. A
massive challenge for Delomac
Roofing, the roof’s renewal with a Sika
Sarnafil membrane was accomplished
with 2 years of meticulous planning, 30 months of construction and 17
Sika technical onsite visits. A specification was developed to address all
the client’s strict performance, environmental and aesthetic
requirements, complicated by differences between the swimming pool
side and dry side of the building. An innovative temporary roof was
designed and suspended underneath the main structure and work was
carried out over 16 separate sections, maintaining water-tightness with
guests enjoying the facilities below. Comprehensive vapour barrier
measures were used on the pool side of the building to ensure the high
humidity chlorinated environment was contained. Sarnafil membrane
and accessories were used for all the coverings, and overall specification
development was tailored to suit the varying build-ups: new, overlay,
bonded and mechanically fastened. An increased thickness membrane
was manufactured in one single batch to ensure colour consistency.
Delomac’s Brendan McNulty said: “Workmanship standards remained
exceptionally high and most importantly, safe, unlimited guest access
was maintained.” For more information call 01707 394444, email
sarnafilroofing@uk.sika.com, or visit www.sarnafil.co.uk.
Enquiry 79

New Vehicle Leasing Options from Fuel Card Services
Fleet managers will welcome FCS
Vehicle
Solutions,
offering
unbeatable
vehicle
acquisition
options nationwide meaning that
fleet managers are not limited to
local dealers or restricted finance
choices when acquiring a new car or
van. FCS’s Steve Clarke said: “We
can offer outstanding deals on every
make and model from 32 vehicle
manufacturers, sourced through more than 4,000 dealers nationwide. It
means that we can ensure the best possible deal, even for single vehicles.
Where a fleet manager looking for a Focus might seek quotes from their
nearest dozen or so Ford dealers, we are in contact with all 500+ dealers
throughout the country.” Fleet managers have exactly the same freedom
to specify options and colours as they would have if dealing directly. They
can use the FCS Vehicle Solutions web site to give an exact specification
of their desired vehicle and the search and price negotiation process is
then handled personally to ensure the best result. Daily dealing in vehicle
procurement gives FCS Vehicle Solutions market insight and scale to
realise savings of at least 15% to 18% on list pricing.” FCS Vehicle
Solutions also offers a full choice in procurement and financing, including
business and personal leasing, lease purchase, contract hire and outright
purchase. See www.fcsvehiclesolutions.co.uk.
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Diary
Industry Events
21-24 September 2016
100% Design London 2016
Brings together design and architectural industry professionals
for new surfaces, materials, processes and components.
2015: 27,000 visitors, 610 exhibitors
Olympia, London www.100percentdesign.co.uk
30 Sept - 2 October 2016
Screwfix Live
Trade show with live demos, product give-aways, freebies and
promotions
2015: 3,000 visitors 120 exhibitors
Farnborough Five, Hampshire www.screwfixlive.com
12-13 October 2016
Offsite Construction Show
For construction, design and engineering specialists. Techniques
and methods, education programme, industry perspective, new
products, supply chain, hosted buyer event.
2015: 2,000+ visitors, 80 exhibitors
Excel, London www.off-siteshow.co.uk
18-20 October 2016
UK Construction Week
Nine shows under one roof for all professionals and trades
involved in the built environment. Seminars, demonstrations,
debates and discussions.
2015: 24,342 visitors, 1,000 exhibitors
NEC, Birmingham www.ukconstructionweek.com
26-27 October 2016
London Build Expo
All areas of construction covered, across Greater London and
the South East. Six zones: materials, green build, plant,
infrastructure, building, interiors. CPDs. Meet the buyers.
2015: 2,000 visitors, 150 exhibitors
Olympia, London www.londonbuildexpo.com
15-16 November 2016
AchitEx 2016 and CivEx 2016
Speakers, conference programme, 2-hour networking evening.
ArchitEx for architects, specifiers, building designers,
developers, planning officers and suppliers.
CivEx for everyone involved in the UK Civil Engineering Industry.
2015 inaugural year: 1,500 visitors, 45 exhibitors
Liverpool Exhibition Centre, Liverpool www.architexevents.com
17-19 November 2016
The Skills Show
Hosts roofing Skillbuild finals. Industries’ showcase to inform
and recruit young people. Buzzing with the energy of 14-20+
year olds.
2015: 78,324 visitors. Free to visit.
NEC, Birmingham www.theskillsshow.com
23-24 November 2016
Scotland Build Expo 2016
Latest construction industry developments and projects in
Scotland covering commercial, retail, healthcare,
environmental, industrial, institutional and heavy civil.
Workshops and Meet the Buyer.
2015: 4,000+ visitors, 500 exhibitors
SECC, Glasgow www.scotlandbuildexpo.com
23-26 March 2017
The National Homebuilding & Renovating Show
UK’s largest self-build event. Open to public and trade.
Seminars, masterclasses, demos, one-to-one advice clinics.
2016: 35,822 visitors, 492 exhibitors
NEC, Birmingham www.homebuildingshow.co.uk
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